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EDITORIAL

NAILING THE LIE

DR. JOSEPH GOEBBELS,
the  Nazi  Minister  of  Prop-
aganda,   would   have   been

delighted   with   the   great   ado   in
London over his unpublished diaries
which  were  discovered  in  Moscow.
We  were  to  read  about  the  mass
murders   among   the   Nazis'   own
storm-troopers in June  1934,  about
the nation-wide pogrom of Novem-
ber   1938,   about   the   outbreak   of
War. . .

He  told  us  that  Hitler  gave  the
direct  order for  the  burning  of the
synagogues    on    Kristallnacht    on
November 9,1938, a decision which
has  often  been  ascribed  to  Goeb-
bels.  `So what?' one might ask. The
Nazi Party's Supreme Tribunal itself,
in a statement put out on March 13,
1939,  insisted  that  `political  actions
such  as  those  of 9  November  1938
are organised and conducted by the
party,  regardless  as to whether this
is or is not acknowledged'. Whether
the responsibility lies with Hitler or
Goebbels  is  in  effect  the  same  dif-
ference as that between a louse and
a flea.

While   the   new   diaries   did   not
reveal much new of any importance
about  the  Nazis,  the  circumstances
of their publication were more signif-
icant. They appeared in the Sz/#dczy
r!.mcs, which flaunts the royal arms
of England - the crowned Lion and
the Unicorn Rampant. These noble
beasts  might  well  have  made  short
shrift  of  the  editor,  Andrew  Neil.
He   admitted   that   he   had   been
`alerted' to their existence by David

Irving,  the  `revisionist'  historian.
Anything   touched   by   Irving   is

tainted.  And like it or not, Neil has
given credence,  not to  mention re-

muneration, to an individual whose
`history'  is  scientifically  disreputable

and  whose  motives  are  unworthy.
The  massive  cancellation  of orders
for  the  Sw#dczy   rz.mcs  throughout
north-west  London  and  other Jew-
ish   areas   is   an   honourable   and
inevitable response to what, at best,
was a grave lapse of judgement on
the part of Andrew Neil.

He  should  not  have  ignored  the
fact that Irving is the one who tells
us  that  the  gas  chambers  were  `a
figment    of    British    propaganda'.
And that he trots out lies about an
international  Jewish  conspiracy  to
extort  money   from  the   Germans
and tighten its grip on the world of
finance. That is a rather shop-soiled
idea about which Marya Dmitrievna
in  Tolstoy's  Wczr  tl#d  Pcczce  said  it
all:  `Perhaps you think you have hit
on  a novelty?  You have been fore-
stalled,  my  dear.  It was  thought  of
long   ago.   It   is   done   in   all   the
brothels'.   And   we   first   saw   this
invention in that forgery 7lfec Profo-
cols of The Elders of Zion.

To  deal  with  the  embarrassment
of  its  association  with  Irving,   the
Sw#dczy rz.mcs published a two-page
feature  on  Holocaust  Lies  Of The
New Nazis.  And this is to be distri-
buted in schools throughout Britain.

A  Holocaust  Educational  Trust
under the direction of Greville Jan-
ner MP  `will work with the Sw#dey
rz.mcs to prepare and present edu-
cational  material  for  use  in  many
thousands of schools.'

All the while, Irving continues his
bid  to  edit  the  Holocaust  out  of
history.   He  is  organising  his  like-
minded friends  both in  Britain  and
abroad.  While  his  German  suppor-

ters  invite  him  to  that  country,  he
asks   an   American   and   a   French
`revisionist'  to  Britain.  They  are  to

travel about this country, helping to
spread their lies.  Robert Faurisson,
a former professor at the University
of Lyon, is an old hand at the game
and   the   German-American   Fred
Leuchter has processed the lies in a
`scientific  report'.  Irving's  German

buddies   have   not   yet   shown   up
here.  But  it  is early days.  After he
has launched one `seminar' without
them, he may well produce them at
another, designed, it is understood,
to  set  up  a British  arm  of the  `21st
Century Trust', a US foundation to
raise  funds for `revisionist' causes.

It   remains   to  be   seen  whether
Irving  will  be  permitted  to  pursue
these  ambitions.  There  is  a  strong
feeling   that   he   should   not.   The
leaders  of  the  Jewish  community,
headed  by  Judge  Israel  Finestein,
the   president   of   the   Board   of
Deputies,   have   warned   Kenneth
Clarke,  the  Home  Secretary,  that
plans are being canvassed to make
Britain  an  international  centre for
` revision ist'        activities.        Clarke

agreed   to   consider   proposals   to
toughen  the  race  hate  laws  and,  if
need be, introduce a new offence -
group defamation.

In  that  way  it  is  hoped  to  strike
effectively at  the  `revisionists'.  The
Germans  already  have  such  a  law,
so  has  France,  Holland  and  Aust-
ria.  Belgium may soon join them.

The  propaganda  of the  revision-
ists is insidious.  It must be counter-
ed  by  many  weapons.  That  is  why
laws of this kind are crucial. But the
test is yet to come with their enfor-
cementl
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GRIP OF
ORTHODOXY WEAKENS

Eric  Silver

OX:as§rF#n:WF`vR*]nTSTF:::dG:S:
did after assuming office was to stop
the  distribution   of  a  pamphlet  on
circumcision    to    immigrants    from
the  former  Soviet  Union.  This  was
not,  he  explained,  bec2iuse  he  hzid
anything  against  the  covemint.  But
he   was    not    prepared    to    let    his
ministry  go  on  forcing  propi`g€mda
down their throats the moment they
touched  the  tarmac  at  Ben-Gurion
airport.   It   was   wrong   and   it   was
counter-productive.

In    similar   vein,    Tsaban's    left-
wing   Meretz   colleague,    Shulamit
Aloni,      announced      a      pluralist,
outward-looking     regime     at     the
Ministry  of  Education.  which   had
been under National  Religious Par-
ty  control  for  nine  of  the  previous
15   years.   `We   have   to   teach   our
children   to   ask   questions   and   to
criticise',  Mrs.   Aloni  insisted,  `not
to  cite  texts,  not  to  learn  by  rote
and not just  to  do  as they're  told'.

Despite  a  vituperative  onslaught
from fe¢rcdz.,  ultra-Orthodox, publi-
cists  -  one  compared  her  appoint-
ment   to   the   Nazi   slaughter   of   a

million     Jewish     children     -     the
Labour    Prime    Minister,    Yitzhak
Rabin,   refused   to   switch   her   to
another  post.   Whether  or   not   he
realised what he was doing when he
gave  her  the  job,  he  was  not  yield-
ing   to   4c7rccJj.   pressure.   even   if   it
meant    keeping    the    four    United
Torah Judaism members of Knesset
on  the  opposition  benches.

Rabin's   campaign   plan   for   the
election   of  June   23   was   to   win   a
•blocking     majority'     so     that    the

Likud   could   not  form   a   coalition
without Labour.  He wanted at least
some of the ultra-Orthodox to come
in  but from  a position  of weakness.
That  is  precisely what  he  achieved,
though by an uncomfortably narrow
margin.     Labour    won    44    seats,
Meretz,      its      natural      ally,       12.
Together  with  the  five  won  by  the
predominantly   Arab   Communists
and     Abdul     Wahab     Darawshe's
Arab Democratic Party, that added
up  to  61  in  the  120-member  cham-
ber.

Shas -Sephardi Torah Guardians
-which won six seats. scrambled on
board  almost  as  soon  as  the  votes
were   in.    Its   patron,   the   former

Sephardi      Chief     Rabbi      Ovadia
Yosef,   was   asserting   his   and   his
party's     independence     fl:om     the
Ashkenazi  A#rcc7/.  establishment  of
Jerusalem   and   B'nei   Brak.   Shas,
led by the young. meritocratic Rab-
bi  Arye  Deri,  was  eager  to  secure
its  share  of the  funds  and  influence
that go with office and the legitimacy
that    its   educational    and    cultural
network had been denied under the
Likud.  Deri was ready to sit around
the   Cabinet   table   with   Shulamit
Aloni,  so  long  as  ()ne  of  his  Shas
colleagues   joined   her   as   Deputy
Minister for /7crred/.  education.

Even  if  United  Torah  Judaism,
an  amalgam  of Agudat  Yisrael  and
Degel   Hatorah,   eventually   swal-
lows   its   pride   and   joins   Rabin's
coalition,  the  religious parties  have
lost their power to hold the secular
majority  to  ransom.  The  Govern-
ment   can   manage   without   them.
Rabin  has  also  discovered  that  it  is
possible to form a coalition without
the  modern  orthodox National  Re-
ligious    Party,    which    had    served
almost  continuously  in  every  coal-
ition from  1948. The NRP forfeited
its  leverage  by  adopting a  platform
so hard-right on  the  occupied terri-
tories   that   it   could   not   join   an
administration  committed  to  freez-
ing Jewish settlement there without
betraying  its  voters.  The  NRP  has
chosen  to  become  the  party  of the
Gush   Emunim   settlement   lobby,
which   champions   Jewish   colonis-
ation  of  Judea  and  Samaria  -  the
West Bank -as a first step towards
messianic redemption.

So   far,   however,   the   change   is
one    of   atmosphere,    rather   than
substance.  Rabin's  priorities  are  to
revive   the   peace   negotiations,   to
mend fences with the  United States
and  to  focus  investment  within  the
old   green-line   border.   He   is   not
looking  for  a  showdown  with   the
Orthodox  communities,  modern  or
ultra.   The  balance  between  Syna-
gogue  and State will  not tilt further
towards  theocracy,  as  it  did  under
predominantly  Likud  rule  between
1977 and June,1992.  But it will not
be  pushed  as  far  back  as   secular
Israelis   or   the   struggling   Reform
and    Masorati    movements   would
like  either.

The   Government   will   continue
subsidising   Orthodox   educational
institutions. But ministers will try to
establish    more    stringent    control
over  both  the  sums  allocated  and
the purposes to which they are put.
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For   the   duration    of   the   Rabin
coalition  at  least,  we  have  seen  the
end of the annual orgy of extortion
which  marked  the  climax  of  each
budget  debate.  The  Government's
survival  will  not  depend  on  paying
off the religious parties. We are also
likely   to   see   a   reduction   in   the
legions of yeshiva students deferred
- in practice exempted - from mili-
tary service.

The  Progressive  movements  will
have  to  exploit  the  new  climate  as
best they can but they would be well
advised  to  adopt  a  gradualist  strat-
egy. The Orthodox stranglehold may
be weakening but it is unlikely to be
abolished   in   a   hurry.   And   Rabbi
Deri, who has fiercely resisted every
effort   to   recognise   non-Orthodox
conversions   in   detemining   Jewish
identity, is still Minister of the Inter-
ior,  until  or unless  the police finally
prosecute   him   for   the   corruption
charges they have been investigating
with  varying  degrees  of  enthusiasm
for the past two years.

The most important single factor
in  bringing  Labour  and  its  liberal-
left  allies  to  power  was  the  arrival
between     September,     1989     and
June,   1992,   of  about  400,000  im-
migrants   from   the   former   Soviet
Union.     Religion,     like    Zionism,
played  little  or  no  part  in  either
their daily lives or their decisions to
come  to  Israel.  What  mattered  to
most  of  them  was  to  get  out  of  a
country  where  their  future  was  at
best  uncertain,  at  worst  alarming.
They  are  a  highly-educated  fl/I.ycz,
attuned    to    the    modern    world.
According  to  Absorption  Ministry
figures,  40  per  cent  of  the  adults
who arrived from there in 1990 had
scientific or other academic qualifi-
cations. More recently it has dipped
to 36 per cent. This compares with a
mere 8.6 per cent in the established
Israeli labour force.

Dr.  Aharon  Fein,  whose Tatzpit
Institute has been polling ex-Soviet
immigrants for the past three years,
estimates   that   they   gave   Labour
and  Meretz  a  net  three  seats  over
Likud  and the  right.  About 48 per
cent  of  them  voted  Labour,  12-14
per cent  Meretz,  while  25  per  cent
`supported the Likud.  Hardly any of
them voted for religious parties.  In
Israel's proportional representation
system,  in which the whole country
is   one   big   constituency,   the   ex-
Soviet  influx  more  than  cancelled
out the  natural growth of the relig-
ious communities. About half of the
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newcomers were of voting age.  For
once,  small  families  worked  to  the
advantage  of  the  secular  majority.
The  immigrants  reduced  the  relig-
ious  parties'  share  of  the  electoral
pool.    It   is   too   early   to   predict
whether this will prove a permanent
or a passing phenomenon. The high
birth    rate,     particularly    marked
among    the    ultra-Orthodox,    will
work to the long-term advantage of
the theocrats. But if Rabin succeeds
in expanding t.he economy, with the
help    of   American    and    perhaps
European  loan  guarantees  and  in
creating   appropriate  jobs   for   the
immigrants,   a   new   wave   of  cz/I.}Jc
could  tilt  the  Jewish  demographic
balance again.

For  voters   taking  part  in   their
first   democratic  national   election,
the  ex-Soviet  immigrants  showed  a
remarkable   maturity.   They   were
not impressed by Likud propaganda
branding    Labour    as    Bolsheviks.
About a third of them were unem-
ployed and another third working in
menial jobs  far below  their qualifi-
cations.  Families  were  sharing  ex-
pensive  flats  or  living  in  caravans
because     the     Housing    Minister,
Ariel    Sharon,    had    built    homes
where there was no work.  Since the
Likud was the Government and the
Government  was  failing  to  absorb
them,   they   identified   the   Likud
with   the    insensitive   bureaucracy
they  had  known  and  hated  in  the
old country.  And they decided that
the best way to change things was to
jump  into   the  Israeli   mainstream
and  vote  for  national,  rather  than
ethnic,  parties.  Yuli  Kosharovsky's
DA,  the  most  vigorous  of  the  im-
migrant  lists,  polled   11,697  votes,
enough for only half a Knesset seat.

The   supposedly   right-wing   im-
migrant vote was not the only piece
of conventional  wisdom  to  bite  the
dust  in  the  June  election.   Israel's
Arab   citizens,   who   were   said   to
have been `radicalised' by the Pales-
tinian  I.#fzr¢dcz,  voted  in  increasing
numbers for  `Zionist'  parties.  They
did not, as some commentators had
predicted,   boycott   the   polls   and
they  did  not  restrict  their  votes  to
the  Arab  and  Communist  parties.
Labour  and  Meretz  owed  four  of
their  seats  to  Arab  votes.  Accord-
ing  to  Natan  Almozlino,  chairman
of the  Histadrut trade  union  feder-
ation's       Jewish-Arab       Institute,
Labour  won  23.4  per  cent  of  the
Arab vote and Meretz 8.9 per cent.
Altogether,   52.4  per   cent   of  the

Arabs   supported   Zionist   parties.
What  they  were  saying  was  that,
however distressed they were by the
fate  of  their  Palestinian  brethren,
their  own  future  lay  in  the  Jewish
state.  And the way to improve their
lot   was   to   make   the   most   of  its
democratic system.

There was  also  an  erosion  in  the
pop    psephology    which    equated
Sephardim -more properly oriental
Jews  -  with  Likud  and  the  right.
The  Likud  lost  less  ground  in  the
overwhelmingly   oriental   develop-
ment towns and city slums but it lost
some.  Reporters covering the cam-
paign  found  a  greater  readiness  to
consider  voting  `for  Rabin',  if  not
actually    `for    Labour'.    With    the
death  of  Menachem  Begin,   there
was  less  of  an  emotional  bond  be-
tween  these  voters  and  the  Likud.
And with the passage of time, there
was  less  hatred  of  Labour  as  the
party  which   humiliated  their  par-
ents  and  grandparents  by  spraying
them with DDT when  they arrived
from North Africa 40 years ago.

Young voters, too, can no longer
be   equated   with   Likud   and   the
right.    After   years    of   right-wing
dominance,   the   university   unions
have   swung   left.   Mock   elections
among high  school pupils indicated
a broader spectrum.  First-time vot-
ers  tended  to  be  against  the  Gov-
ernment,  which  meant,  as with the
ex-Soviets, being against the Likud.
But   since   voting   Labour   would
hardly   have   counted   as   youthful
revolt,    they   were    torn   between
Meretz and Rafael  Eitan's Tsomet.
Meretz    advocated    self-determin-
ation for the occupied Palestinians.
Tsomet favoured annexation.  What
they had in common was a militant
anti-clericalism - Eitan campaigned
for  conscripting  yeshiva  students  -
and a reforming domestic agenda.

This  all  adds  up  to  a  far  more
fluid Israeli electorate than we have
known since Menachem Begin broke
the    Labour    monopoly    in    1977.
Ideology  is  less  of  a  factor,   so  is
instinct.  Israel is becoming a nation
of  tactical  voters.   For  the  second
time  in  their  44-year  history,  they
have  thrown  out  one  Government
and   put   in   another.    If   Yitzhak
Rabin   fails   to   deliver   peace   and
prosperity,  they could do so just as
easily again in  1996.

Erie   Silver,   /ormcr   Guardian   /¢bowr   cz#d
foreign  correspondent,  now  lives  and  works
in Jerusalem where he writes for the Jerusalem
Report a#d ffec Jewish  Chronicle.
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WHYI
WORK WITH

nALESTIHIAHS
Jeffrey Newman

LOOKING    BACK   ON    A
recent  sabbatical.  one  mem-
ory   stands   out:   sixty   or   so

people in  a lecture  room  at  Univer-
sity    College.    London.    discussing
`The   Future   of   Jerusalem..   As   I

listened to the sound of a pile-driver
pounding away at a nearby building
site,   the   contrast   with   an   earlier
experience of seeing the sun  setting
over   the   walls   of   the    Old   City
during  Friday  night  prayers  at  our
twinned      congregation      of      Kol
Haneshama,  could  not  have  been
greater.

I   had   arranged,   as  co-Chair  of
IPCRI-UK,    the    British    support
organisation  of  the  Israel-Palestine
Centre  for  Research   and   Inform-
ation,   for  six   leading  Israelis   and
Palestinians   to   spend   a   week   in
London.   The   central   purpose   of
their  visit  was  this  Conference  on
Jerusalem.   But   in   Euston?   What
sense did it make?  And so  many of
the participants were deeply critical
of   Israel,   how   come   I,   a   rabbi,
could involve  myself in  this?

And yet! Though Jerusalem is the
spiritual centre of the Jewish people,
it is a centre also for Christians and
Muslims  and  the  home  of  several
hundred  thousand  Arabs.   Despite

its   potential   for   joy,    it   remains,
even   after   1967,   a   deeply   divided
and  saddened  city.  Where  we  Jews
speak  of its  `unification',  the  rest  of
the world speaks of our `annexation'
of  East  Jerusalem.   And  while  we
consider   there    to    be    no    special
problem,  particularly  as  East  Jeru-
salem is now ringed by Jewish areas
on   the   outlying   hills,   this   view   is
blinkered    and    over-optimistic,    if
not  immoral.

These   were   the   questions   add-
ressed in this first ever international
conference   to   be   held   on   these
issues.   The  meeting  was  arranged
jointly with  the  Development  Plan-
ning Unit of University College and
attended by an outstanding number
of world-renowned specialists in such
areas as Municipal Government and
Town  Planning,  International  Law
and  Sovereignty,  Inter-faith  Relat-
ions  and  Conflict  Resolution.  With
determination, dedication and deep
seriousness,   they   spent   the   day
finding ways  of `Resolving  the  Un-
resolvable'  - which  was the title  of
one  of  the  joint  conference  docu-
ments  produced  by  Hana  Siniora,
editor  of  the  renowned  Jerusalem
newspaper    A/-Fczjr    and     Moshe
Amirav, a member of the Jerusalem

City  Council.
Despite the seriousness and com-

mitment,   there   remained   the   ab-
surdity.   How   could   we   really   be
sitting  here,  opposite  Euston  stat-
ion,   with   that   pile-driver   banging
away,    talking    about    Jerusalem?
Wasn't it potentially dangerous and
undermining  of  the  Israeli  govern-
ment?   What   right   did   we   have?
How  could  I,  a  rabbi,  be  involved
with  politics  like  this:  and  anyway,
what   possible   meaning   or   effect
could  it  have?  How  had  I  got  into
all  this?

The  Six  Day  War  in  1967  was  a
turning   point   for   many   diaspora
Jews.   It  seemed  to  us  that  a  very
deliberate policy initiated by Nasser
was about to lead to the long-threat-
ened  destruction of Israel  and even
those who had never been `Zionists'
or particularly supportive of Israel,
found themselves emotionally rally-
ing to  her  aid.

The  Leo  Baeck  College  students
were  in  ferment,  taking  a  leading
part  in  the  work  of  Jewish  Youth
organisations  in  this country.  Some
students   joined   those   volunteers
who  actually  flew  to  Israel,  hoping
to  be  able  to  help  directly.  Avra-
ham Soetendorp and I became lead-
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ers of an  czd feoc grouping of all the
Jewish  Youth  Organisations  in  this
country   and   rushed  around  from
meeting to meeting, very excitedly,
attempting  to  canvass  public  sup-
port    for    Israel    and    succeeding,
amongst  other  things,  in  gathering
together  a  vast  amount  of  medical
equipment  and  blankets  in  at  least
three  large  stores  in  London.  The
West  London  Synagogue,  in  parti-
cular,  where  the  College  was  then
housed,  quickly  became  an  almost
impassable  area.

In the event, the war was quickly
and miraculously over.  In Six Days
all   the   threatening   Arab   armies,
Egypt, Iraq, Syria and Jordan were
defeated  and  Israel  was  not  only
saved  but  the  West  Bank  of  the
Jordan and Gaza were captured and
Jerusalem  was  reunited,  with  free
entry available for Jews for the first
time  since  1948.

There  were  casualties  but,  over-
whelmingly,  they  were  Arabs  and,
again,  there  were  refugees.   What
was to be done with all the blankets
and  medical  equipment?  Avraham
and I had got to know quite well the
Israeli     consul     general.     Raanan
Sivan,   who   was   immediately   im-
pressed with the idea that what had
been collected should be distributed
to   the   Arabs.   He  said   he  would
telegraph Israel and let us know the
answer  the  next  day.  On  the  next
day,  however,  he  was  crestfallen.
The Government had ruled, he told
us sadly, that it could not allow such
a   distribution   as   it   might   appear
that   Israel   was   suffering   from   a
guilty conscience.

At  that  moment,  I  realised  how
different  is  the  role  of  rabbi  and
politician.  And  I  have  always  felt
that   this   political   decision   was   a
terrible mistake.

Since  that  time  until  now  I  have
been  able  to  play  little  real  part  in
support of Israel, apart mainly from
attempts  at  fund  raising.   Nor  has
my   synagogue,   Finchley   Reform,
ever  seemed  able  to  find  a  proper
role,   though   almost   90°/o    of   its
members   appear   to   have   visited
Israel  and  count themselves  in  one
way or another as supporters.

A turning point came when FRS
twinned  with  Rabbi  Levi  Weiman-
Kelman's         congregation ,         Kol
Haneshama,    in    Jerusalem.    This
community acts as an inspiration to
us.  At  present  the  twinning  is  still
somewhat  symbolic   and  will   only
become  more  real  as  our members
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get to know one another better. But
I  have  found  Kol  Haneshama  an
extraordinary congregation. Through
it,   I   have   understood   better   the
needs both of Soviet and of Ethiop-
ian immigrants. I have learnt of the
real   possibilities   for   the   involve-
ment  of  heavily  disabled  Jews   in
community  life.   And  I  have  been
exposed to  Israeli work  and organ-
isations  which  I  would  never  have
imagined    existed    -    Clergy    for
Peace,    an    ecumenical    group    of
Jews,  Christians  and  Muslims  and
the Rabbinic Human Rights Group,
which  includes  both  Orthodox  and
Conservative   as   well   as   Reform
rabbis  in  its  work.   It  is  especially
concerned with infringement of the
rights  of  Arabs  and  possible  army
excesses.

But   my   own   imagination   has
been   especially   fired   by   IPCRI.
Gershon   Baskin,   IPCRI's   Israeli
founder,  was,  for  three  years,  the
first  Chairman  of Kol  Haneshama.
He   went   to   live   in   Israel   about
fifteen  years  ago  from  the  United
States   and   was   one   of   the   first
`Interns for Peace', living and work-

ing for two years in an Arab village.
He   then   worked   for   a   year   on
Jewish-Arab  relationships  and con-
flicts  at  Neve  Shalom.   Eventually
he  set  up  a  Jewish-Arab  teachers'
Institute,     which     taught     Jewish
teachers   about   Arabs,   Islam   and
Christianity  and  Arab  teachers  ab-
out  Jews  and  Judaism.  This  work
was   adopted   by   the   Ministry   of
Education  and  he was  its  Director
for eight years.

At the time of the I.#fz.f¢dcz,  Ger-
shon founded IPCRI, which has set
up    working    groups    of    leading
Israelis and Palestinians to confront
the big issues which challenge them:
security  and  borders,  the  shortage
of water for  the  West  Bank,  Gaza
and Israel, the future of Jerusalem,
economic    development    for    the
Arabs.

It  came  as  a  surprise  to  me  that
Palestinians   were   prepared   to   sit
down  with  Israelis  to  discuss  such
topics.     On    a    Spectrum    Radio
phone-in  in  London  in which  Ger-
shon   and   a   Palestinian   colleague
recently took part, a Herut spokes-
man    commented    in    a    tone    of
genuine surprise to the Palestinian,`Surely  you  are  in  danger  of being

killed?,
Well,   yes  and  no.   Two  of  the

Palestinians  I  have  met  who  have
taken part have had their cars fire-

bombed.   At   the   same   time,   the
work   is   accepted   by   many   other
leading  Palestinians  as  of  vital  im-
portance.   They   finally   recognise,
however reluctantly,  that  Israel,  as
a  State,  is  a  continuing  fact  in  the
Middle  East.  They  have  also  come
to   see   that   they,   as   people,   are
merely political `facts' for the Arab
States - to be used whenever helpful
and pushed aside when inconvenient.
Further,     Kuwait's     expulsion     of
300,000   Palestinians   has   severely
increased  the  refugee  problem  in
Jordan  and  there is acute  deprivat-
ion and suffering. And, just around
the  corner,  militant  Islamic  funda-
mentalism  increases  as  people  be-
come desperate.

Over and over again, I read in the
Bible  of God's  demands  for justice
and  righteousness,  of  His  concern
for    suffering    and    widows    and
orphans and His demand particular-
1y that we should treat the `stranger'
with  care,  since  we  ourselves  were
strangers  in  Egypt.  The  treatment
of the Palestinians has transgressed
each  of  these  teachings  and  this  is
my  particular  responsibility.   Even
though  I  am  not  an  Israeli,  I  am  a
Jew  and  my  commitment  to  Israel
forces   me   to   find  ways  that   can
heal. Immediately after the Six Day
War,  Israel's  policy  was  mistaken.
But my work at that time in rallying
Jewish youth was political; my con-
cerns  for  Soviet  Jews  and  Ethiop-
ians  and  fund-raising  for  Israel  is
political.  Working to bridge the rift
between  Israel and the Palestinians
is  no  more  nor  less  political.  It  is
also  difficult but satisfying.

The    Jerusalem    Conference    in
Euston was  a memorable occasion.
Despite the apparent intractability of
many of the questions, it was a time
not  of  sloganising  but  of  careful,
steady  work.  There  were  practical
outcomes of long-term importance,
especially    the    possibility    of    six
Israelis  and  Palestinians  being  en-
rolled on a high level course in City
Management  with  experts  from  all
over  the  world.  Jerusalem  shall  be
the  centre  for  all  the  countries  of
the  world,   says  Shemot  (Exodus)
Rabbah.   Perhaps  it  can  come  to
passl

Rabbi   Jeffrey   Newman   I.s   a   gr¢dz/flfc   o/
Oxford  University  and  Leo  Baeck  College.
He   has   been   Rabbi   of   Finchley   Reform
Synagogue  for  riearly   twenty   years   and  is
presently working at developing Rabbinic ln-
Service Training.



DO JEWISH BUSINESSMEN
NEED A LESSON IN ETHICS?

THE   GUINNESS    AFFAIR`
when it f`irst raised its Gorgon
head,   sent   tremors   through

the    nation.    The    rich    hz`ct    been
caught on the wrong side of the  law
and     the     Thatcher     government
would  have  to  prove  that  the  law
was  the  same   for  the   rich   as   the
poor.  The judiciary which  had con-
demned  the  unions  during the  min-
ers'   strike   would   be   expected   to
show   equal   severity   for   capitalist
infringements.

As  three  out  of  the  f()ur  defen-
dants were Jews,  and one  €` church-
going  genetic  Jew  -  Ernest   Sziun-
ders,  the  son  ()f  a  Jewish  Viennese
gynaecologist    (what    else!)    -   the
Jewish community  went  into  sh()ck.
The  electric  current  wits  inc`reiised
by  the  Press`  tis  the  t2iblt)ids  spt.ke
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i)f  the  .Kosher  nostra.  tlnd  the  ser-
ious  press  reported  on  the  patron-
£ige  of Gerald  Ronson  and  Sir Jack
Lyons to  British  and Jewish  causes.
The  non-Jewish  professional  advis-
ers  who  made  it  all  happen  were,
for some  strange  reason,  overshad-
()wed  by  the  Jewish  entrepreneurs.
Perhaps  their media value was dim-
inished  because  they were  not char-
it€ible   and   did   not   rub   shoulders`
with    the    royalty    who    supported
their efforts.  But,  dare  I  say it, they
were   also   not   Jews!   My   sense   of
unease  about  the  ethical,  or  other-
wise`  practices  of  Jewish   business-
men  was  mitigated  by  the  fzict  thflt,

th()ugh  they  shared  in  the  guilt,  the
non-Jewish    professionals    escaped

prison    sentences    and    hefty   fines
when  their  trial  was  suspended.

I  would  submit  that  the  offences
of  the  Jews  in  the  Guinness  Affair
were  minuscule  when  compared  to
those from Lloyds and Alexander in
the great insurance scandals and the
Barlow  Clowes  larceny in which  no
Jews  were  involved.   One  can  also
be  sure  that,  in  the  long  history  of
the   City,   there   have   been   many
take-over bids in which shares were
manipulated    and    in    which    Jews
played  no  role.

When  the  news  broke,  Jews  res-
ponded  predictably -that  is  to  say,
unpredictably.    The    Jewish    com-
munity   was   at   first   appalled   that
Jews  were   involved   and   then   foc-
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used   on   their   treatment   by   the
press.  They decided not to cry foul
but    to    support    the    charismatic
Gerald  Ronson.  The  issue  became
not whether  Ronson  had  acted  un-
ethically  but  the  correctness  of the
community's response.  Was it right
that  Mr.  Ronson  should  remain  an
acknowledged  leader  and  even  be
applauded   when   he   appeared   at
public    functions?    Supported    by
Lords  Sieff and Young,  those Jews
who   felt   uncomfortable   muttered
their  reservations  but  for  the  most
part remained  silent.

Whatever sympathies I have with
the  desire  that  Jews  should  in  all
their activities be purer than pure so
as   not   to   seed   anti-Semitism,   I
admired    the    self-confidence    dis-
played   by   the   community   in   not
forsaking  a person who  had fought
in   its   defence.   Had   the   leaders
explained  to   Gerald   Ronson  that
diplomacy   required   a   standoffish
stance for the sake of Jewish `secur-
ity',    he    would    have    unhappily
accepted the decision. The fact that
they did not do so is to their credit.

As   I  have   indicated,   I   do   not
think  that  Jewish   business  crimes
are   great.    In   proportion   to   the
general prominence of Jews in Brit-
ish life in all fields, Jews engaged in
shady business practices are not more
numerous    than    non-Jews.    Jewish
businessmen,    however,    who    are
caught  for  crimes  and  misdemean-
ours will attract more attention than
Jewish   Nobel   Prize   Winners   or
artists,  or,  indeed,  honest business-
men.   It  was   for   this   reason   that
Jews found it difficult to understand
and   disentangle   the   elements   of
their embarrassment over the Guin-
ness  Four.   Was  it   due  to  Jewish
insecurity,  to  the  feeling  that  Jews
should be better or know better, or
the  subconscious  acceptance  of the
stereotype of the Jew who is sharp-
er   in   business   practices   than   the
non-Jew?

Is   expecting   more   from   fellow
Jews  a  form  of  self-hatred,  similar
to   the   anti-Semitic   overtones   of
those   gentile    `sympathizers'   who
attack  Israel  for  not  meeting  their
greater  expectations  of  Jewish  be-
haviour over that of the Arabs?

Since the Guinness Affair, Jewish
businessmen   have   been,   for   the
most   part,   off   the   front   pages,
though  the  tabloid  press  still  feels
that royalty's  continued  acceptance
of Gerald Ronson following his jail
sentence  remains  newsworthy.   Of
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course,    when   Roger   Levitt   was
arrested for theft and fraud, he was
rewarded  by  the press  with  centre-
page   picture-spreads   of  his   lavish
lifestyle,   emphasizing  the  extrava-
gant   celebration   of  Jewish   family
occasions.     At     this     point     your
thoughts might turn to Robert Max-
well.  They  need not.  In spite of his
funeral  in  Jerusalem,  he  cannot  be
said  to  have  been  Jewish.  He  had
for  a  number  of  years  denied  that
he  was   a  Jew.   A  man  who   stole
from    pension    funds    and    fooled
archbishops - Lord  Coggan  was  at
his  funeral  -  and  prime  ministers
was   swc.   gr#crz.a.    A   distinguished
member  of  a  Labour  government
told me of the time he had criticized
the  then  MP  Maxwell  for  a  state-
ment   he   had   made   in   the   Com-
mons.  `1  told  him,  "Bob,  that  was
wrong".  He  looked  at  me  blankly
and  I  realized  that  he  had  no  con-
ception  of  right  or  wrong'.  It  was
because   he   was   such   a   maverick
figure   that   even   anti-Semites   felt
they could not take advantage of his
Jewish   origins   to   condemn   Jews,
which explains the rare reference to
his Jewishness in the media.

Even   though   the   publicity   has
died  down,  Jews  are  still  agitated
over  Jewish  business  ethics,  and  a
recent   series   of   seminars   on   the
subject enlisted the interest of lead-
ing  Jewish  businessmen,  who  gave
up precious working time to discov-
er what  they were  missing  by  their
ignorance  of Jewish  traditions  and
learning.  Is  there  more  to  business
than ordinary decency and honesty?
Is there an angle which could make
them    better   Jewish   businessmen
without  making  them  any  less  suc-
cessful?

There I.a  such  a thing  as business
ethics  in  Judaism  but  it  is just  one
reflection of the laws and formulat-
ions   for   dealing   fairly   with   our
fellow  creatures,  be  they  members
of  our  family,  associates,  employ-
ees,  employers  or  customers.   `Do
not do unto others what you would
not  have  them  do  unto  you'  is  as
much   the   Jewish   golden   rule   in
buying  and  selling  as  in  all  other
relationships.

Since   so   much   of  our  lives   re-
volves    around    the    exchange    of
goods  and services,  it is no wonder
that  tradition  tells  us  that  among
the  first  questions  asked  when  we
appear before the heavenly tribunal
will  be:   `were  you  honest  in  busi-
ness?'  In  this  generalized  question

are subsumed several smaller ques-
tions: `Did you mislead the purchas-
er,  or,  for  that  matter,  the  seller?
Did  you  want  more  than  a  decent
profit?'     The     ra/m%cZ     proposed
16.5°/o  except by explicit agreement
that  it  be  higher,  in  the  case  of  a
purchaser, or lower if a seller.  `Did
you manipulate the market so as to
achieve unfair advantage over your
customers or competitors?' The de-
tails  and  they  are  many,  are  in  the
tomes   of   the   rcz/77t#d   and   make
rewarding study, no less than all the
revelations  of  what  God  demands
of us in our human  relationships.

I  do  #oJ  believe,  however,  that
knowledge of the law makes crooks
into  decent  people.   Do  adulterers
claim    ignorance    of   the    Seventh
Commandment    as    their    excuse?
Just as there are Jews whose learn-
ing  does   not  dissuade  them  from
cutting corners to make quick prof-
its, so there are Jews who could not
make head or tale of a b/czff gemoro
but   who   act   with   unimpeachable
integrity.  Those who find dishonest
or    unkind    behaviour    abhorrent
probably   had   parents   or  teachers
whose   self-respect   was   based   on
adhering  to  a  set  of values  and  for
whom    acting   in    any   other   way
would  have  been  impossible  -  the
moral    law   was    written    in    their
hearts.  As  Moses  says  to  the  wan-
dering  Israelites,   `the  law  which  I
give  you is  not so  difficult...  it is  in
your mouth and your heart to do it'.
Most   people   who   break   the   law
know what they are doing is wrong
but  persist  in  spite  of  their  know-
ledge.

There   is,   however,   one   highly
dangerous   and   incorrect   assump-
tion  which  is  even  current  among
Jews and which must be nailed once
and for all and that is that Jews are
allowed   by   Jewish   law   to   treat
non-Jews less ethically than fellows
of their  own  faith.  This  is  an  anti-
Semitic  stereotype  rooted  in  medi-
eval times, when Jews were encour-
aged by Canon Law to lend money
for commercial and military adven-
turism    and    militarism.    As   Jews
were forbidden to lend money with
interest  to  other Jews,  the  myth  of
unfair   behaviour   toward   gentiles
developed.   It   is   of   interest   that
biblical      law      forbade      interest-
bearing  loans  not  only to  Israelites
but  to  non-Israelites  living  in  the
lands of Israel  and Judea.  Loans in
biblical law were intended as a form

Continued on next page



of   charity   to   those   in   desperate
need  and  interest  was  considered
immoral.  It  would  appear  that  in-
terest     for     commercial     reasons
would  have  been  allowed  and  this
would  be  the  reason  for  allowing
interest on loans to foreigners.

Clifford   Longley,   the   religious
affairs correspondent of  7lfoc  rz.mcs
puts it well when he writes,  `so the
despised  Jewish  moneylender  was
the  creation  of  Christianity,  desp-
ised  because  he  was  rich;  despised
because  he  was  Jewish;  despised,
above all, because lending money at
interest was regarded as a sin. That
he  was  also  necessary  is  where  a
good  measure  of  Christian  hypoc-
risy  came  in.   But,  human  nature
being what it is, despising someone
hypocritically is a reason for despis-
ing him  even  more'  (September  1,
1990).

The  experience  of  Jewish  busi-
nessmen   in   the   ruthless   market
place of unwelcome take-overs and
fierce  competitive  practices  is  that
they receive no  different treatment
from   Jews   than   non-Jews.   Jews,
like other ethnic or national groups,
may  try  to  rationalize  acting  less
favourably  to   those  who   are  not

kith and kin but Jews should be on
guard  themselves  against  this  self
justification:  `Love  the  stranger  as
yourself'  is  as  much  the  heart  and
soul  of  the  Jewish  law  as  is  `1ove
your neighbour as yourself'. If Jews
act   unethically   against   non-Jews,
their  sin  is  as  great  as  if they  had
betrayed a fellow Jew.

What  are  we  to  conclude  from
these  reflections?   It  is  that  while
Jews, like any other group of busi-
nessmen,   are   neither   saints   nor
sinners, Jewish laws do set extreme-
ly  high  standards  of  business  con-
duct which Jews often fail to meet.

The  challenge  to  Jewish  leader-
ship,  rabbinic  and  lay,  is  to  teach
two  fundamental ideas  from which
all business  ethics  follow.  The  first
is found in Psalm 24,  `The  earth is
the Lord's and the fullness thereof ;
the   world,   and   they   that   dwell
therein'.  From  this  we  must  learn
that  there  are  truly  no  self-made
men.   Business  success  is  built  on
the bounty of nature, the skills and
labour of human creatures  and the
achievement   of  those   who   came
before us.  To think otherwise is to
commit  oneself  to  a  selfish  pride
from  which  there  can   only  be   a

proverbial fall and of which we have
recently  seen  many  examples.  The
second is the belief that hriman life
and dignity take priority over prop-
erty and that the basis of business is
to provide the wherewithal for all of
God's creatures.

Jews  in  leadership  roles  should
consider how best  to  convey  those
Jewish  values  which,  according  to
Micah,  lead  to  human  fulfilment:
loving  righteousness,  acting  kindly
and  walking  humbly  with  God.  If
they  can  do  this,  they  no  longer
need to take responsibility for those
who in their private or business life
ignore the values  of their heritage.
They,   like   all   good   people   who
strive for goodness,  can  only hope
and  wait  for  the  day  predicted  by
Jeremiah:  `And no longer shall  ev-
Cry man have to teach his neighbour
and his brother,  "know the Lord",
for they shall all know Me, from the
least  of them  to  the  greatest,  says
the Lord'|

Rabbi Dr. Sidney Brichto was born !.# PA!./cr-
delphla   and   received   rabbinic   ordination
from the  Hebrew Union College,  Cincinnati.
He  served  the  ULPS  for  mc[ny  years  before
becoming Director of The Joseph Levy Char-
itable Foundation.
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REF®Rlq
THROUGH THE TELESCOPE

mark the Golden Jubilee  Of the Reform Synagogues  Of Great Britain, we  asked three
distinguished  Anglo-Jewish  historians  to   refoect  on  the   origins,   characteristics   and
cortribution Of British Reform. Renders should note that, whilst a formal association Of

Ref arm commurtities in Britain is only fifiifty years old, the ftri st Rof orm synagogue, the West
London Synagogue, was consecrated i,n 1842.

WHEN  IN  1840,  TWENTY-
four  members  of  some  of
the      most      distinguished

families   in   Anglo-Jewry   declared
their  intention  to  establish  a  West
London Synagogue of British Jews,
they did so because they no  longer
found  fulfilment  within  the  Ortho-
dox   environment.   They   did   not
wish to  make  the practice of Juda-
ism more  `convenient'.  In  common
with some of their non-Jewish peers
they had begun to  question certain
of  the  traditions  and  beliefs  which
they  considered  outmoded  and  ill-
ogical   in   the   enlightened   atmos-
phere   of   mid-nineteenth   century
England.  Services  were  disorderly,
too  long  and  lacking  in  pulpit  in-
struction.  The  founders  and  their
newly   appointed   minister,   David
Woolf     Marks,     considered     the
observance  of  the  Second  Day  of
the Festivals no longer necessary in
a  world  in  which  the   date  upon
which  they fell  could  be  calculated
to  within  a  `fraction  of  a  minute'.
The  Oral  Law,  though  important,
could  not,  as  the  Written  Law,  be
considered      immutable.      Finally,
nearly all those dissatisfied with the
Orthodox  synagogues  based  at the
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Anne Kershen
eastern edge of the city lived in the
more affluent West End of London.
Though a local branch was request-
ed, the requests were refused.

It  must  have  taken  considerable
courage  for  the  founders  to  turn
their backs  on  all  that was familiar
and part of their heritage and tradi-
tion.  In  some  instances,  as  in  the
case   of  the   Montefiores,   families
were split.  Sir Moses stayed true to
traditional    Orthodoxy   whilst    his
brother Horatio followed the path of
Reform. The founding of a `Reform
Society' in 1840 and the consecration
of  the  first  Reform  Synagogue  in
1842  gave  the  Jews  of  England  a
choice  in  the  way  in  which  they
worshipped   and   interpreted   their
religion.  In those early years it was
a  limited  choice,  open  only  to  the
more  affluent members  of London
Jewry.  Associate  synagogues  were
riot  sought  by  West  London  and
they  did  not  always  find  a  ready
welcome.   Those  that  were  estab-
lished in Manchester and Bradford

in the second half of the nineteenth
century  owed  their  origins  to  local
activitists  and,  in the case of Brad-
ford,  to  the  city's  German-Jewish
immigrant community.

Until   the   Second   World   War
there  was  no  such  thing  as  a  `Re-
form' voice. The essence of Reform
Judaism  in  England  was  its  auton-
omy   as   manifested   in   different
attitudes   towards   mixed   seating,
the  extent  of  English  usage  and
observance   of   the   second   day.
There was  also variance over con-
tentious    secular    issues    such    as
Zionism, female suffrage and black
slavery,   different  lay  leaders  and
rabbis taking a personally preferred
stance. But autonomy and modern-
ity allied to decorum and commun-
ity  began  to  attract  support  in  the
1920s and 1930s, while the arrival of
refugee rabbis from Nazi  Germany
injected  new  dynamism  and  spir-
itual direction into English Reform
Judaism.   In  the   London  suburbs
and  in  the  provinces  new  congre-
gations were established.  As one of
the  founders  of a  pre-war  London
suburban   congregation   explained,
`in  1935,  Refomi was just what we

were looking for'.
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The war made its impact on Jews
at   home   and   in   the   services.   In
1942, differences with the Orthodox
over the religious education of eva-
cuee   children   proved   to   be   the
catalyst in the creation of the Asso-
ciated   British   Synagogues.   When
peace  came,  many  young  men  re-
t`urning  from  war  asked  for  some-
thing  more  than  the  old  style  of
worship.  Reform  Judaism  was  the
obvious  answer.  In  the  early  1940s
it was anticipated that within twenty
years,  membership  of  the  Reform
Movement   would   exceed    eighty
thousand  souls  but  today,   almost
fifty years on, it stands at only forty
thousand  men,  women  and  child-
ren.  Why?  Leaving  the  Orthodox
and  joining  a  Reform  community
requires     a     conscious     decision.
Membership  of  a  Reform  Congre-
gation means a commitment to that
community as a part of its extended
family. Membership of that congre-
gation    often    means    barmz.fzt;¢fe,
bczfroz.Jzt/¢fe,  marriage  and  burial  in
different settings to those of grand-
parents   and,   frequently,   parents.
Membership   of  that  congregation
means practising a form of Judaism
that  responds  to  the  demands  of
modernity  whilst  at  the  same  time
retaining  the  truths  of  religion.  It
means observing and upholding the
discipline of Reform.

So  what,  in  1992,  denies  RSGB
an   impressive   membership?   The
weakness   lies   in   the  fact  that   so
many   members   of   contemporary
Anglo-Jewry    live     Reform     lives
under the guise of Orthodoxy.  The
hope is that in the years ahead those
that believe in the  spirit and pract-
ice of Reform find the courage and
commitment, as did the founders of
1840,  to  make  the  conscious  decis-
ion to  openly  declare  an  allegiance
to Reform Judaisml

Amne  I.  Kershen,   Barnet   Shine   Research
Fellow,  Queen  Mary  and Westfteld  College,
University of London.

POLITICAL PUNCH

Geoffrey Alderman

His:Ego:::::ryshvae?::t:e:e|:
two broad but not mutually exclus-
ive   interpretations   of   its   found-
ation.   The   establishment   of   the
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Burton Street `place of worship' can
be  viewed  as  an  act  of theological
rebellion, an attempt to replace the
cloying  exclusivity  of  Bevis  Marks
and the cold,  indecorous formalism
of   Duke's   Place   and   the   other
Ashkenazi synagogues of the capital
with a novel species of Anglo-Jewish
Reformism,  involving  increased  use
of the vernacular, a simplified form
of   service   and   a   tentative   move
away from Talmudic norms.

Seen  in  this. light,  the  British  Re-
form Movement was not particularly
radical,   especially  when  measured
against  its  German  counterpart.  It
is worth remembering that the most
radical    of   the   demands   of   the
twenty-four gentlemen who  met  at
the  Bed ford  Hotel,   Southampton
Row,  on  15  April  1840 was for the
abolition  of  the  observance  of  the
`second  days'  of  festivals,  an  issue

which the German Reformers were
to dismiss, in 1845,  as of no central
significa.nee.     Forms     Of    Prayer,
which David Woolf Marks compiled
in   1841   for   the   use   of  the   West
London Synagogue of British Jews,
retained  references  to  the  Temple
sacrifices, to belief in the coming of
the  Messiah  and  to  the  idea  of  an
eventual return to Zion.  Until  1918
the separation  of the  sexes at serv-
ices   was   strictly   maintained.    In-
deed,  a visitor to the West London
Synagogue in, say, the 1890s, would
have had difficulty in distinguishing
its liturgy and its theology from that
practised  at  several  of  the  largest
constituents   of  the   United   Syna-
gogue,  such as Hampstead.

But   the   founders   of  the   West
London had another agenda, which
had much more to do with reform in
the structure of communal authority
than with  reform  of the  synagogue
service.  The seceders made it plain
that they wished to have sole charge
of  a  place  of  worship  that  would
conduct itself in a way of which they
approved   and   that   their   aim   in
pursuing  this  end  was  to  effect  a
successful rebellion against the then
prevailing  norms  of communal  dis-
cipline.  It  was  no  coincidence  that
some   of   the   leading   Reformers,
such   as   the   banker   Isaac   Lyon
Goldsmid,   were   also   among   the
most  prominent  of the  Emancipat-
ionists.

The London Committee of Dep-
uties of British Jews was lukewarm
on  the  issue of political emancipat-
ion.  Sir  Moses  Montefiore  had  no
enthusiasm   for   it   and   Ashkenazi

Chief   Rabbis   Solomon   Hirschell
and Nathan Adler both entertained
the  fear  that  emancipation  would
lead  to  assimilation.  The  establish-
ment of a Reform Synagogue was a
deliberate   attempt   to   hijack   the
political  leadership  of British Jewry,
in order to provide an independent
but   authentically   Jewish   platform
from which the campaign for polit-
ical   emancipation   could   be   con-
ducted    all    the    more    stridently.
Goldsmid,  as  Montefiore  noted  in
his diary,  had warned the Deputies
that   if   they   did   not   support   his
efforts  to  secure  emancipation,  `he
would  establish  a  new  Synagogue'.
This is precisely what he did.

I believe that the major contribu-
tion  which  the  Reform  Movement
has made to Anglo-Jewish develop-
ment lies in what might be broadly
termed  the  political  sphere.  As  a
vehicle for religious change, its im-
pact   is   problematic.   In   terms   of
male   synagogue   membership,   its
proportion   of   the   UK   total   has
increased  from   15  to   17  per  cent
between   1983   and   1990   and   it   is
certainly true  that  it  has acted  as  a
refuge  for  some  who  might  other-
wise   have   been   lost   to   Judaism
altogether - while at the same time
becoming  itself more  traditional  in
its   outlook   and   ethos.    But   this
modest increase in size, an increase
more than matched by the increase
in  adherents. of ultra-Orthodoxy  in
Britain  over  the  same  period,  has
had  and  will  continue  to  have,  a
disproportionate  impact  upon  the
organisational  structure  of  British
Jewry.  It  will  help  to  reinforce  its
essentially pluralistic nature  and to
undermine  the  twin  pillars  of  the
United  Synagogue  and  the  United
Synagogue's  Chief  Rabbinate  that
have   effected   to   embody   and   to
represent  `authentic'  Anglo-Judaism
hitherto.

The   election  of  a  Reformer  as
Senior Vice-President of the Board
of Deputies  in  1991  was  a  straw in
the wind.  Moses Montefiore sought
to   exclude   from   the   Board   any
adherent  of  Reform  Judaism.  The
time cannot be far distant when the
Presidency  itself will  be in  Reform
hands.   On  that  day,   the  political
revolution   set   in   motion   by   the
Burton    Street    rebels    will    have
reached it ultimate goal.

GeoAIrey Alderm2m,  Professor of Politics and
Contemporary  History,  Royal Holloway and
Bedford New College,  University of London.

Continued on next page
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WHERE IS
THE THINKING?

Lionel Kochan

AT THE OUTSET, LET IT
be  clear  that  I  write  as  an
historian   whose   study   of

Jewish  history  has  convinced  him
that only those Jews who  maintain
foa/clkfe¢fe   can   have   a   reasonable
expectation  of  survival.  This  view
will   not,   I   trust,   be   taken   as   a
demotion  of  halakhah  to  a.  mere
survival   mechanism   -   rather   to
establish  a  favourable  comparison
with those Jews who can only hope
to  survive.  Subjectivity  in  isolation
from a way of life is likely to prove
inadequate.  I wonder how many of
those families. who formed the first
Reform  congregation  in   1842  are
still   identified   with   any   form   of
Judaism.   My   gratification,   there-
fore, that the Reform movement in
Britain  can  justifiably  celebrate  a
century   and   a   half  of  continued
existence    and    even    growth,    is,
although sincere, not untinged with
surprise   and   also   distaste   for   its

unconcern  with  the  importance  of
foa/czkfeflfe and Hebrew. I have never
felt at ease when attending a service
conducted under Reform or Liberal
auspices.

This   distaste   and   unease   does
not,   I   hope,   make   me   into   an
Orthodox  Jew.  It  does  lead  me  to
suggest that Reform Judaism, even
though its practice is unsatisfactory,
can  still  redeem  itself  by  utilising
the  one   advantage  that  it  enjoys
over Orthodoxy. This is freedom of
enquiry  and  scholarship.  The  little
that I know of the history of Anglo-
Jewish  Reform  very  strongly  sug-
gests that it has assimilated to itself
the  general  unthinkingness  charac-
teristic of Anglo-Jewry as a totality
-  a  state  of  affairs  to  which  the
burgeoning   Cfo¢b¢d  movement  of
Lubavitch  Hczs!.dz.sin  is  making  its
own distinctive contribution.

Given the rootedness of Reform in
Anglo-Jewish  society,  this  unthink-
ingness  is  perhaps  not  surprising.
But it still represents an opportun-
ity foregone. Where, one asks, is an
Ang]o~Jewish    Reform    institution
comparable to Hebrew Union Col-
lege, Cincinnati?

The     present     commemoration
gives  an  occasion  not only  for par-
donable self-congratulation but also
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for    an    intellectual    stock-taking
which  might  well  look  beyond  the
achievements of such kindred spir-
its as Claude Montefiore and Israel
Abrahams and ask itself : where are
their successors? What has Reform
Judaism to set against the giants of
the  past?  It would  be  invidious  to
mention  the  names  of  the  Move-
ment's  present-day  scholars  but  it
seems  to  me  that  the  intellectual
tone of the movement is set rather
by    the    home-spun    homilies    of
Lionel Blue.

Orthodoxy   is   not   much   more
than a generation or two older than
Reform. But even this short span of
existence  has  made  it  possible  to
fashion   a   form   of   Judaism   that
largely shuns modern, critical schol-
arship.  Reform  Judaism  is  free  of
this burden. Let it use this freedom,
so that the next century and a half
may   be   able   to   contemplate   a
period of scholastic achievement in
advance   of   today's.    Further,    if
study leads to action, then we may
yet see a marriage of Reform schol-
arship    with    Orthodox    practice.
Were  I  a  Reform  Jew,  this  is  the
idea I would proclaim to the Move-
mentl
Lionel Kochan, Institute Of Advanced Study,
Hebrew  University,  Jerusalem.
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I WAS A RELIGIOUS MP
Michael Latham

THE CLICHi STATES THAT
`politics  is  a  dirty  business'.  It

has   long   been   an   article   of
faith with the electorate that people
go into politics to further their own
ambitions  -  or,  indeed,  their  own
financial  nests  -  and  not  for  any
honourable   reason.   Just   compare
for  yourself  the   emotional   reson-
ance of two words - `statesman' and
`politician'.     Gladstone,     Disraeli,

Lloyd   George   and   Churchill   are
seen   as   great   statesmen.   Horatio
Bottomley  is  the  instinctive  picture
many  people  have  of  a  politician.
The fact that all four of those Prime
Ministers were politicians, who had
clawed their way to the top of what
Disraeli  himself  called  `the  greasy
pole', is overlooked. A statesman is
dignified,  respected and statues are
erected to him or her after death. A
politician  -  a  person  working  in  a
po/I.a (cit.y) -is generally distrusted,
ranking with estate agents or journ-
alists in public esteem.

That public scepticism is healthy.
Anyone   who   has   fought   general
elections  as  a  parliamentary  candi-
date  knows  that  it  is   a  humbling
experience.     Electoral     legitimacy
comes  from  the  ballot  box,  where
votes   are   cast   by   thousands   of
potential    constituents    who    have
never met you,  probably never will
meet you and only know your name
through    receiving    your    election
address.

Moreover, some of them have no
interest in you personally. They are
voting for your party,  of which you
happen to be the spokesman.  Once
the  election  is  over,  they  will  take
no  further  interest  until  the  next
One.

That is  a  good  thing.  The  public
rightly  assesses  politics  in  a  demo-
cracy   as   a  low  priority.   They  do
their duty  as citizens by voting and
then   leave   you   to   get   on   with
governing  them,  provided  you  do
not   threaten   them   personally   by
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seeking   to   build   a   new   housing
estate or sewage works behind their
homes.  Churchill  once  said  that we
should  avoid  a  society in which  the
only  people  who  matter  are  politi-
cians   or   officials.   He   was   right.
Such    societies    inevitably    involve
Gauleiters   or   Politburo   memtoers
having the best houses, cars, docfeczs
or other perquisites of power.

Religious people frequently won-
der  how  any  person  of  faith   can
want to be a politician.  I have heard
it  said  of  MPs  `he/she  is  much  too
nice   to   be   in   politics'.   To   some
extent this  attitude is reinforced by
the   MPs   themselves   and   by   the
media.   At   the   1983   general   elec-
tion,  Ken  Hargreaves  was  elected
as  Conservative  MP  for  Hyndburn
in   Lancashire.   He   was   eventually
profiled   by   Prz.vczfc   Eye   in   their
satirical   column   called    `the    new
boys'.  The  whole  purpose  of those
columns  was  to  portray  new  mem-
bers   as   sleazy  or  up   to   no   good
financially    or    sexually.    All    they
could find to jeer about Hargreaves
was   that   he   was   a   very   devout
Roman  Catholic  who  acted  as  an
altar  server  at  the  Mass.  Since,  to
their   disappointment,   they   could
not even remotely hint that he was a
crook or a lecher but was actually a
practising   Christian   of   exemplary
personal   lifestyle,   they   portrayed
him  as  a religious crank.

The   House   of  Commons   is   an
equivocal  place.  It  is  fiercely  loyal
to  a  Member  who  is  under  unfair
personal  attack  from  outside.  MPs
of  all  parties  rallied  round  to  sup-
port   Greville   Janner   in   a   most
heart-warming  manner  in  the  last
weeks  of  the  previous  Parliament.
Members   who   experience   family
tragedies    receive    great    support
from  their colleagues.  There  !.a  still
a clubbable  atmosphere.

MPs are also gossipy and cynical.
If  readers  of  A4cz##cz  were  to  over-
hear  MPs  talking  to  each  other  in

their  inner  sanctums,  such  as  the
Tearoom   or  the   Smoking  Room,
they    would    be    disturbed.    You
would  not  hear  elevated  discussion
on   political   philosophy,   or   even
serious  examination  of  legislation.
Instead,   what   you   would   hear   is
Members making snide remarks ab-
out their colleagues,  usually on the
same  side  of the  House  and  denig-
rating the performance of their own
leaders.   You  would  also  hear  far
too much gossip about alleged pers-
onal   failures   of   other   MPs,    or
moaning about pay and allowances.

So  the  House  has  a  Jekyll  and
Hyde personality.  It can be serious,
generous,   warm,   supportive  -  all
qualities  one  looks  for  in  religion.
But it can also be a malicious rumour
mill, where reputations are made and
broken  by  self-interested,  wagging
tongues, seeking to cut down bright
careers  in  order  to  make  room  for
disappointed climbers.

Perhaps     the     least     attractive
aspect of politics is patronage. Hon-
ours tend to be handed out to those
who  toe  the  line  - which  is  itself a
Parliamentary  expression  in  origin.
Patronage takes many forms,  some
very  trivial.   I  recently  attended   a
dinner  in  London   at  which  many
Conservative   MPs   were   present.
Not all of them were allowed to stay
until  the  end.

Some were required to return to
the Commons to vote.  Nothing un-
usual in  that, it happens every day.
But some of those who had to leave
were   Tory   new   boys   whom   the
Whips  had  refused  to  let  off  be-
cause   they   had   signed   a   Motion
about  Maastricht  which  had  upset
the  Government.  Some  very  long-
serving MPs like Julian Critchley or
Nicholas   Winterton   have   not   re-
ceived   knighthoods,   because   they
are     outspoken     or     independent
minded.    At   least   one   MP   who
retired   recently   was   told   by   the

Continued on next page
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Whips to turn up to vote on the last
but  one  day  of  his  Parliamentary
career  and  the  blunt  nature  of the
message was  `if you want  anything
from us after the election, you must
help us now'.

We  shorild  not  be  too  priggish.
Party  management  is  a  necessary
skill   in   every   democracy.   `Pork-
Barrel'   is   an   American   term   in
origin.    Handing   out   honours   is
harmless  enough.  It  costs  virtually
nothing and avoids the bribery and
corruption  which  disgraces  public
life in many countries but rarely in
Britain.   However,   malpractice   is
not    totally    absent.    The    Public
Accounts  Committee,  on  which  I
served for nine years, was set up by
Gladstone   in   1861   specifically   to
investigate financial irregularities in
public  life.  It  still  has  to  perform
such a role. I took part in its inquiry
into the De Lorean scandal. Indeed,
I  personally  drafted  much  of  the
highly critical report of the PAC in
1984.

At least in Britain the party man-
agers are able to achieve loyalty by
playing on the harmless vanities of
those who want knighthoods - `just
for the wife, old boy, not for me of
course'   -  or   who   would   like   to
travel first class with a Select Com-
mittee to Australia for three weeks,
rather than by monetary favours or
coarse   political   bribes   which   are
allegedly  all  too  frequent  in  some
other countries.

As  a member of the PAC,  I was
amused to be told by the Chairman
of the  Public Accounts  Committee
of  the  Zimbabwe  Parliament  that
his  Committee  had  powers  to  fine
witnesses  several  thousand  dollars
on   the   spot   for   giving   `evasive
answers' and that a police inspector
regularly. attended  the  hearings  of
the  Committee  to  arrest  witnesses
as soon as they had completed their
testimony.  The  British  PAC  men-
bers smiled wistfully when we were
told  this  by  our  Zimbabwean  col-
league.  I  would have  liked to  have
fined some of the mighty mandarins

¢ouTI®Z4ry
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who  appeared before our Commit-
tee. Their Departments had wasted
billions   of   pounds   of   taxpayers'
money,  while  people  had  to  come
to    see    me    at    my    Constituency
surgery to get the social benefits to
which  they  w?re  entitled  but  had
been  denied  by  bureaucratic  mud-
dle or incompetence.

Despite  all  this,  there  are  a  sur-
prising  number  of religious  people
in  the  House  of  Commons,  both
Christian and Jewish. Indeed, there
are     specifically     Christian     Bible
study/prayer  groups   and   religious
fellowships which meet together for
worship.    Among    the    651    MPs,
there is undoubtedly a higher prop-
ortion  of regular church/synagogue
attenders  than  in  the  wider  com-
munity.  There  is  no  reason  to  be-
lieve  that  this  personal  piety  is  for
public   show.   Most   MPs   do   not
actually live  in  their constituencies.
It is of no political value to them to
be seen in  church or shul.  They go
because they want to do so.

There   are   some  MPs   who   are
extremely  active  in pursuit  of their
faith and to whom it means a great
deal.   Quite   a   number,   especially
belonging to the Free Churches, are

active preachers or lay ministers.  A
couple   of  MPs   are   clergymen   in
Northern Ireland churches.

Until    relatively    recently    there
were   Free   Church   Ministers/MPs
from mainland Britain as well. There
are, however, no MP priests. There
cannot  be.  That was  disallowed  by
an Act of 1801  and  remains a total
disqualification   for   the   House   of
Commons. The ban extends to for-
mer  Catholic and  Orthodox priests
as  well   as  Anglican   priests.   That
seems  an  absurd  anomaly  today.  I
published a Bill before the General
Election to  lift the  disqualification.
But  it  made  no  progress  through
lack of Parliamentary time.

The answer to the question `can a
religious  person  be  a politician?'  is
`Yes,  they  can  and  some  are'.  But

they   are   under   pressure.   British
MPs  are  elected  as  representatives
of  political  parties.   They  all  face
occasions  when   the  policy  of  the
party conflicts with what their con-
science as a Christian or a Jew tells
them is socially honourable or relig-
iously proper.  I faced such a dilem-
ma  on  several  occasions.  The  two
most agonising were the implemen-
tation   of   the   Fowler   Review   on

Social  Security  which  I  demanded
be changed at once, as monstrously
unjust in some of its effects and the
proposed  abolition   of  all   restrict-
ions   on   Sunday  Trading  which   I
voted  against.  There  were  several
other instances.

A believer in the power, love and
justice  of God  has  the  same  duties
in the House of Commons as in any
other   walk   of   life.   He/she   must
keep the Commandments and carry
out  the  A4!.fzt;of  or  other  require-
ments   of   faith.   In   an   imperfect
world a politician has to accept that
not   every   decision  will   be   taken
exactly  as  he/she  would  wish.  But
the  ultimate  requirement  is  clear.
As a Christian, I must be guided by
St.  Peter  in  Acts  Chapter  5,  verse
29 - `we ought to obey God rather
than   men'.   That   message  -   and
many  similar  ones  in  the  rcz#¢cfe -
must be an imperative for all politi-
cians with religious beliefsl

Michael  Latham,  a  bwsz.HessmcJ#,   wr!.fcr  cz#d
company  director,  was  a  Conservative  MP
from  1974  to  1992.  He  recently  took  up  the
post of Director  of the  Council of Christians
and Jews.  He  is  an  Anglican  Lay  Reader  in
the  Diocese  of  Peterborough.
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CREATING A
FEMINIST JUDAISM

FEMINIST    POET    AND
playwright   Merle    Feld,    in
verses entitled, `We All Stood

Together',   perfectly   captures   the
situation of women within the Jew-
ish  tradition.   `My   brother   and   I
were at Sinai', she says.  `He kept a
journal/of what he saw/of what we
heard/of what it all meant to him/I
wish  I  had  such  a  record  of what
happened    to    me    there...'    The
speaker's   journal-keeping  is   con-
tinually postponed, however. Every
time she wants to  write,  there  is  a
baby  in  her  arms,  her  own  or  a
friend's,  `so  (her)  hands  are  never
free  to  write  things  down...'  And
then with the passage  of time,  the
details  fade  and  only  the  feelings
remain - feelings that seem so vague
in   comparison   with   her   brother's
solid  record.  `If we  remembered...
together/we   could   recreate    holy
time',      she      concludes,      `sparks
trying . (Kol Haneshamah, The T`e-
constructionist Press,1989).

The power of this poem lies in its
expression    of   the    contemporary
feminist's   ambivalent   relationship
to   Judaism.    On   the   one   hand,
women  have  been  excluded  from
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naming the sacred in Jewish experi-
ence and women's experiences have
been  shrouded  in  silence.  On  the
other hand, women have lived and
shaped Jewish  life  and if we  could
recover  and name  our  experiences
within  tradition,  we  could  expand
our  understanding  of the  holy.  In
this paper, I intend to explore both
sides of women's situation in Juda-
ism:   the  invisibility  of  women  in
traditional  Jewish  sources  and  the
efforts  of Jewish feminists to place
women   back   into   the   tradition
where we belong.

Exodus   19   describes   the   com-
munity  of Israel  as it stands  at the
base   of  Mount   Sinai,   waiting  to
enter  into  the  covenant.   At  this
dramatic   moment   as   the   people
await God's descent, Moses turns to
them  and  says,  `Be  ready  on  the
third day: do not go near a woman'.
At  the  central  moment  of  Jewish
history, Israel is addressed only as a.
community   of   men;   women   are

rendered invisible.  Whether or not
women   stood   at   Sinai   alongside
their brothers  and husbands, it has
been Jewish men who have had the.
privilege  of  keeping  the  `journals'
that  select  and  describe  what  has
come to be identified with Judaism.
For   whatever   reasons  -  because
women did not know how to write,
because childbearing and childrear-
ing left them unfree for other tasks,
because the institutions for the per-
petuation  of  Jewish  memory  were
controlled in the interests of a male
elite  -  it  is  through  the  eyes  of
Jewish men that Jews have come to
know and name the world.

The silence of tradition concern-
ing women's history and experience
reverberates through every area of
Jewish life. It is there in rorczfe from
the  first  moment,  when  God  calls
Abrczfrczm  and  tells  him  to  journey
to  a  new  land.   (Did  Sarah  know
why she was being wrenched  away
from family and home?)  It is there
in   the   ten   commandments   when
God says, `You shall not covet your
neighbour's    wz.fe'.    (Are    women
then free to covet their neighbour's
husbands?)  It  is  there  in  the  fact



that one of six orders of the  Mz`sfe-
#czfo is called wo"e#.  (Why is there
no order of men? Is it because men
get  to  define  and  regulate  women
but women do not define men? Is it
because all  of the A4:isfe7cczfo is  about
men - except for the  specific sect-
ions on women?)

Women's    silence    reverberates
through Jewish ritual. In a tradition
that has blessings for so many things
-for seeing a rainbow, for going to
the toilet, for eating new flit at the
beginning  of  a  season  -  why  are
there  no  blessings  for  menarche,
childbirth,  or  weaning?  In  a  trad-
ition that celebrates both the  birth
and coming of age  of boys,  why is
women's  first  life-cycle  ritual  trad-
itionally a wedding? Why does our
liturgy repeat czd #flwsccrm `our God
and  God of our fathers',  failing to
acknowledge   that   our    ancestors
were men c!#d women.

Women's    silence    reverberates
through  our  naming  of  God.  The
insistent maleness of God in main-
stream sources and liturgy seems to
suggest  that  God  for.777seJ/ endorses
patriarchy, that only men are creat-
ed   in   the   divine   image.   God   is
father,  lord, king,  shepherd,  never
mother  or  queen.  The  female  im-
ages of God present in the mystical
tradition are absent from the litur-
gy.   Since  what  we  name   God  is
what we most deeply value, naming
God  male  reinforces  the  value  of
maleness in the Jewish community,
in  turn  supporting  and  justifying
women's silence.

There  are  a  number  of possible
feminist responses to this pervasive
silence.   Women   can   simply   turn
their backs  on  tradition,  finding  it
so deeply patriarchal as to thwart all
efforts  at  change.  They  can  -  as
many  non-Orthodox  women  have
chosen to do - seek equality within
the  framework  of  a  male-defined
Judaism,    b;coming    participants,
teachers and transmitters of a male
tradition.  Or,  they  can  begin  with
hearing   silence   and   move   from
there to a speaking that transforms
the contours of tradition.  If Jewish
women   truly   are   to   become   full
members  of the  covenant  commun-
ity, then our experiences must shape
and   inform   contemporary   Jewish
religious  life  in  a  way  that  is  con-
tinuous with a re-imagined history.
Hearing  silence,   asking  questions
into  silence,  speaking  into  silence
become   the   main   stages   on   the
pathway of a feminist recreation of

Judaism.
As    Jewish    women    begin    to

address  the  silence  that  surrounds
our  experience,  we  must begin by
reclaiming the Jewish past. History
and   memory   are   so   enormously
important in shaping Jewish ident-
ity, it is contradictory to dismiss the
past as behind us and still hope for
substantial  change  in  the  present-
day  community.  As  Martin  Buber
once said, the Jewish community is
a  community  based   on  memory.
`The spiritual life of the Jews is part
and parcel of their memory'  (Js7.oe/
c[7cd ffee Wo7.Jd,146).  Jewish history
is not just something that happened
to  our  ancestors;   it  is  an  active,
moulding   force   in   which   every
generation of Jews participates.

So significant is the link between
past   and   present   that   whenever
great  changes  have  taken place  in
Jewish  life  and  practice,  the  past
has  been  reconstructed  to  reflect
the new reality. Thus,  according to
Genesis    18,    when    three    angels
appear    at    Abraham's    tent    to
announce that Sarah will give birth
in her old age, Abraham runs to his
herds and kills a calf , serving it to his
guests with curds and milk (18: 7-8).
The  rabbis,  many  centuries  later,
reinterpreted this clear violation of
kczsfe7.z!f,  saying  that  Abraham  first
served the angels the curds and milk
and a little later gave them meat. So
profound is the connection between
Jewish  past  and  present  that  the
rabbis   could   not   imagine  that   a
central Jewish practice in their time
was not also honoured by Abraham.

This  rewriting of the  past - and
the 77?I.drcrsfe on Abraham is just one
of  many  examples  -  contains  an
important lesson for Jewish femin-
ists. We too cannot hope to create a
new Jewish present without recov-
ering and reintexpreting our history,
because  our  present  grows  out  of
our  history.  If we  are  to  create  a
contemporary Jewish community in
which women are full participants,
then we must also lift up the ways in
which   women   have   always   been
active  shapers  of  Jewish  religious
life.

The recovery and reinvention of
the Jewish past can proceed  on  at
least two levels.  First,  all the tools
of the new feminist historiography
can  be  applied  to  Jewish  history.
When  we  stop  assuming  that  men
went  out  and  made  history  while
women  stayed  at  home  and  had
babies,  we  can  begin  to  follow  up

the many clues to the varied nature
of   women's   participation   in   the
Jewish religious experience.  As we
approach normative texts with new
questions, as we read familiar pass-
ages  in  the  light  of  archeological
materials and non-rabbinic sources,
the  outlines  of  a  Jewish  women's
history begin to emerge against the
background of silence.

Bernadette Brooten,  for examp-
le, has investigated the inscriptional
evidence for women's leadership in
the   ancient   synagogue.   Nineteen
inscriptions,  ranging from  the  first
to   the   sixth   centuries,   refer   to
women  as  `president  of  the  syna-
gogue',  `leader  of  the  synagogue',`mother',    `elder'    and    `priestess'

(Women   Leaders   in   the   Ancient
S);#a!gogzJe,  Scholars  Press,   1982).
While  a  number  of  these  inscript-
ions  have  been  known  to  scholars
for a long time, they generally have
been interpreted as honorific when
applied to women. Thus, if a man is
called  president   of   a   synagogue,
that means he is the president of a
synagogue.   If  a  woman   is   called
president   of   a   synagogue,    that
means  she is the wife of the presi-
dent of the synagogue!

Brooten  argues  that  there  is  no
internal   evidence   to   support  this
position.  On the contrary, wives of
male  synagogue  leaders  are  some-
times mentioned without being given
titles  and  some  wome`n  leaders  of
synagogues  seem  not  to  have  been
married.  The assumption that worn-
en  could  not have  been presidents
of ancient synagogues represents  a
reading back  of contemporary  dis-
criminatory practice into the histor-
ical record. Ih7hen we let the record
speak  for  itself ,  however,  a  more
complex  picture  of women's  relig-
ious participation emerges.

A very different sort of evidence
concerning  women's  religious  lives
comes through the fkfez'#e literature
studied by Chava 'Weissler (eg. `The
Traditional   Piety   of   Ashkenazic
Women', in Arthur Green's, Jcwz.sfe
Spirituality ,  Crossroa,A,198] ,  2,4S-
275). The fkfez.7!cs are early modern
devotional  prayers  written  in  Yid-
dish  for  women,  some  of them  by
women.  They  reflect  a  spirituality
that has been moulded by the larger
patriarchal  tradition  in  which  it  is
situated  and  yet  that  also  pushes
against  the  confines  of that  tradi-
tion.

Thus, in contrast to the synagogue
rfurgy that is written in the commu-



nal voice, the fkfez.7!es are spoken in
the voice of the individual woman.
They are private  and home-orient-
ed,  dealing with  everyday  themes.
The  titles  of  a  few  ffafez.7ies  convey
their homely nature:  `A prayer for
an  orphan  to  say  on  her wedding
day', `A prayer to say when a child
is ill, God forbid'. While such themes
reflect  and seem to  accept the sex-
ual  division  of  labour  within  the
Jewish   community,   other   fkfez.#es
challenge  women's  exclusion  from
prayer  and  study.  One  important
image   of  the  world   to   come   in
Jewish  literature,  for  example,  is
that  men  spend  eternity  studying
TczJ773z{d in the great ycsfeji;¢fa in the
sky,  while women sit  at their bus-
bands' feet listening to them argue.
In   one   fkfez.73e,   however,   women
also  study  rflJ77cwcZ  in  the  world  to
come.   In  this   case,   a  work  that
comes from a woman's hand delib-
erately    expands    the    limits    on
women's roles.

If w6  see  these  pieces  of Jewish
women's history as integral parts of
any Jewish history,  then  it follows
that Jewish history must be reshaped
to    include    the    experiences    of
women.  Ancient inscriptions refer-
ring to women as  `president of the
synagogue' become not just curious
historical   facts   but   vital   sources
challenging  the  accuracy  of  male-
centred normative texts as guides to
actual historical practice.  The  ffafez.77e
literature becomes not\just a nostal-
gic  reminder  of  the  spirituality  of
our great-grandmothers but an en-
tree into  an  aspect of Jewz.sfe spirit-
uality  that  must  be  part   of  any
account  of  Ashkenazic  religiosity.
Once we take women's history ser-
iously,   then   for   every   aspect   of
Jewish   history   we   must   ask   the
question:  what  would  this  period/
event/movement look like from the
perspective of women's experience?
Normative sources are decentred as
they become p¢rfs of a larger histor-
ical picture.  Continuity with Jewish
history is defined on a new basis.

It is  not  only through  searching
for  new  sources  that  women  can
recover our history,  however.  The
rabbis   reintexpreted   history   not
through historiography but through
777z.d7'asfe. When they said that Abra-
haln served the angels first milk and
then meat, they were not concerned
with  discovering  what  `really  hap-
pened'  but with  finding  their  own
values affirmed by the great figures
of the past. They brought their own

questions to biblical texts and wrote
the texts forward, making their own
stories   extensions   of  the  oritinal
narrative.   Thus,  when  the  rabbis
noted  that  in  Genesis  1  male  and
female  are  created  simultaneously
and  equally,  while  in  Genesis  2,
Eve  is  created  from  Adam's  rib,
they  said  that  Adam  had  a  first
wife,  Lilith,  who  fled when Adam
demanded   her   subordination.   In
the  traditional  777z.drasfe,  Lilith  is  a
demon who refuses to return to the
garden,   whose   own   children   are
killed in punishment and who then
kills  newborn  children  to  get  re-
venge.

But  while  the  rabbinic  story  of
Lilith is typical in depicting powerful
women unflatteringly, the technique
of  777z.drczsfe   is   easily   adaptable   to
feminist use. Its freedom and open-
endedness, its playfulness and inven-'tiveness allow women to connect the

women  of Jewish  history with  our
own religious experience. In a Lilith
.myth I wrote many years ago, Lilith
becomes  not  a  demon  but  a  free
woman who is named a demon by a
tradition that does  not know what
to do with free women.

Lilith is not the only figure who
has  sparked feminist imaginations.
Many   biblical   women   have   also
become  subjects  for  feminist  7"z.cZ-
rczsfe. Miriam, because she is clearly
an important figure, yet one whose
story  is  brief  and  incomplete,  has
been  at  the  centre  of  many  77tz.d-
rasfez.777.     Feminists    have    created
rmriam the  singer,  standing  at the
shores  of  the  sea  long  after  the
armies  have  crossed  over;  Miriam
the  haggard  old  maid;  the  bitter
NIriam     raging     against     being
punished    with    leprosy;    Miriam
claiming  her  place  as  prophetess;
Miriam tentatively stepping into the
waters of the Red Sea.

Sarah,  at the moment Abraham
takes  Isaac  to  Mount  Moriah  to`
offer him  as  a sacrifice,  is  another
popular   subject.   There   is   Sarah
facing her own call to  sacrifice her
son    and    responding    differently;
Sarah knowing where Abraham hats
gone  but  powerless  to  stop  him.
There  is  Sarah pushing  a ram  out
from behind a rock,  hoping Abra-
ham   will   take   the   hint;.  Sarah
praying to her Aslierah to bring her
son and husband safely home!

With   77tz.drasfe   failing  to   record
what  Sarah  felt  when  God  called
Abraham to  gb to  a new land,  we
can create it. Failing to record what

women  heard  at  Sinai  when  men
heard,  `Do not go near a woman',
we can create it. To be sure, there is
a   difference   between   a   77cz.drczsfe,
which  is  the  product  of  our  own
imaginations   and   inscriptions   or
texts  that  confront  us  out  of  the
past.    But   Jewish   religious    con-

::i::ispnti?;;g:etsex:oiocroensai:tehre:Fi:
than  the  77tz.d7.csfe  -  and  both  can
help   us   fill   the   silence   that   has
surrounded  Jewish  women's  hist-
ory.

It  is  not  only  in  relation  to  the
past   that  women  must   begin   to
speak   into   silence,   however.   In-
deed, the impetus to recover a new
past  comes  out  wrestling  with  the`
Jewish  present,   out  of  efforts  to
change the contemporary commun-
ity.   Often,   hearing  the  pervasive
.silence that informs Jewish life be-
gins  with  dissatisfaction with  some
gap in Jewish ritual, with the lang-
:uage  of  liturgy,  or  with  particular
aspects  of  women's  roles.   In  this
respect,  the issue  of God-language
•provides   an  excellent  example  of
the    process    of   hearing    silence,
asking  questions  into ` silence   and
beginning the power to respond.

As  the  emergence  of  feminism
led Jewish women to turn to tradi-
tion with a new consciousness,  one
of the first things we began to hear
was  the  maleness  of  Jewish  God-
language. The combination of male
pronouns and images in the liturgy
is  so  overwhellning  that  it  seemed
to many women that maleness was
being  worshipped  instead  of  God.
The attachment to a constricted set
of  images  had  become  a  form  of
idolatry in the sense that particular
images   were   identified   with   the
reality of God.  Behind this wall of
male imagery loomed an absence -
the  absence  of female  images  that
could  affirm  the value  and  sacred-
ness of female being.

The  first  response  to  this  new
consciousness came in the form of a
question:   if  we  substitute  feinale
language  for  this  male  language -
either consistently or dving the two
equal  time  -  what  difference  will
this make to women's experience of
prayer?     Experiments     followed,
changing first the pronouns used to
describe. God and when this proved
unsatisfactory,   chanting   imagery.
Thus, in response to the awkward-
ness  and  even  humour  of,  `1  will
sing to the Lord, for she has trium-
phed gloriously; horse and rider she
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has hurled into the sea'  (Ex.  15:1),
two women offered, `Her arm resc-
ued  the   enslaved   and  her  voice
comforted our people in their des-
pair'  (Naomi Janowitz and MaggieTwenig,     Siddur     Nashim,     serf:

published,  1976).
Such  experiments were very im-

portant in a number of ways. They
delineated   the   realm   of   silence,
dramatizing the absence of a whole
dimension of human experience as a
resource  for  Jewish  God-language.
They  provided  positive  images  of
female power and female sexuality
in a religious context in which both
are generauy absent. They launched
discussion of the nature and function
of  God-language. -and  prayer  and
opened up people's imaginistic im-
aginations.

Yet these  experiments .were also
problematic.   For  one  thing,  they
reified     sexual     stereotypes.     In
assigning war-like qualities to `God-
He' and nurture and compassion to
`God-She', they ignored the ancient
Near   Eastern   history   of  warrior
goddesses  on one  side  and biblical
images  of  fatherly  compassion  on
the   other   in   favour   of   a   more
traditional    replication    of   sexual
dualisms.   For   another  thing   and
more    importantly,    such    experi-
ments failed to challenge the #czfz4re
of God as. a dominating other,  as a
reality outside of,  above and man-
ipulating the world.  One might say
that  initial   efforts   to   speak  into
silence  revealed  a  deeper  absence
embedded in  the  liturgy - the  ab-
sence  of  a  God-language  that  re-
flected  not  simply  female  qualities
but   women's   experience   of   the
sacred as inextricably linked to con-
crete, everyday life.

Feminist experiments with liturgy,
therefore,  have not been restricted
to issues of gender but have moved
into   more  far-reaching   and  fluid
changes    in    imagery.    For    some
women , the image of the Sfeekfez.73czfe
in Jewish mysticism has provided a
resource that combines femaleness
with a symbol of divine immanence
and   the   Sfeekfez.7t¢fo   has   been   in-
voked in  a variety  of ways.  Some-
times she simply replaces 4do#czy in
the   traditional   blessing   formula:
Brukha Yah  Shekhinah or  Brulcha
At   Shekhinah   (Blessed   aLre   you,
Shekhinah).  At  other  times  she  is
invoked in  a more  free-form way:
`Shekhinah/calling    us/from    exile/
inside   us   exiled/calling   us/home/
home'   (Lynn   Gottlieb,   `Speaking
into  the  Silence',  Respo#Jc,  Fall-

Winter 1982, 27).
For  other women,  the  image  of

the  Sfeekfez.7eczfe,  traditionally  a  sub-
ordinate  bride  and  consort  within
God,  represents  a male fantasy of
the feminine that is potentially dan-
gerous   to   women.   Such   women
have sought metaphors for God in
new and unexpected places. Marcia
Falk, for example, in the course of
grappling with the traditional bless-
ing  formula,  has  come  up  with  a
host  of  new  images  for  God  con-
sonant with different blessings. Re-
Seating Barukh atah  adona; (Bles-
sed  are  you,  God  [masculine])  as
idolatrous in its fixity,  she has sug-
gested shaping the image of God in
any blessing to  the  content  of the
object or state being blessed.  Thus
her   blessing   over   bread   begins,

N'vareJ¢h ct eyn ha-khayyim (Lot us
bless the fountain/wellspring/source
[feminine] of life). Here, the effort
to   dehierarchize  traditional  God-
language  and  challenge  its  anthro-
pomorphism is every bit as central
as the  effort to  challenge its  male-
ness.   Sometimes   Falk   takes   the
notion  of  divine  immanence  even
further by invoking the sacred with-
in a human action. Her blessing for
washing hands, for example, is Tz.z-
kor   nofshenu   et   k'dushat   ha-gu;i
bintilat     yadayim     (`V\Jashing    tile
hands, we call to mind the holiness
of the body). (`Notes on Composing
NIow F5lessings' , Journal of Feminist
Studies in Religion , Spring 198] , 52,-
53).

The   effort  to  find   a  new  and
wider range of personal images for
God  and  the  effort  to  create  new
natural     images     represent     two
strands   within   the   new   feminist
naming,  both  of  which  lift  up  as
sacred  aspects  of reality that  have
been disparaged or ignored.  Hear-  `
ing  the  silence  that  excludes  large
areas  of reality from the  realm  of
the sacred, feminists have begun to
fill that silence with a great range of
imagery.

The  host  of new  metaphors  for
God   that   characterizes   feminist
liturgy   contains   within   it   a   new
understanding of monotheism.  For
the  many  Jews  for  whom  mono-
theism has been identified with the
worship  of  a  particular  image  of
God,   the  introduction   of  female
imagery appears as a dreaded shift
to   polytheism.   From   a   feminist
perspective,  however,  it  is  setting
limits on the images we can use for
God that is  actually the essence  of
idolatry.   When  God  is  identified

with  particular   aspects   of  reality
while   others   are   excluded   from
God's  domain,  God's  oneness  be-
comes  the  oneness  of  singularity,
rather than the oneness of totality.
Using  a  multiplicity  of images  for
God,  on the other hand, invites us
to see God in and through the forms
of a diverse and changing world, to
glimpse the One in and through an
infinite   number  of  images.   True
monotheism invites us to extend the
places  in  our  lives  where  we  can
find  God's  presence  and  to  bring
these into worship in an increasing-
ly varied language.

Where   do  these  considerations
leave us in relation to the tradition?
As Merle Feld suggests in the poem
with which I began, Judaism as we
have   it  represents   only  half  the
Jewish   experience.   Women's   his-
tory  and women's  en.counters with
the sacred are not generally incorp-
orated into the texts that have come
down  to  us.  In  creating  our  own
record, women do not abandon or
discard  traditional  sources  but  we
do challenge them; we do alter their
contexts.  As one feminist historian
put  it,   the  recovery  of  women's
experience is not simply a matter of
`adding women and stirring'. When
women's  lives  are  taken  seriously,
the pieces of tradition fall together
differently;   the  gestalt  shifts;   the
tradition is transformed.

The  changes  feminists  are  prop-
osing are far-reaching and they take
us in directions we cannot yet even
fully   imagine.   At   each   stage   as
women begin to speak, we uncover
deeper  layers  of  silence  and  con-
front new areas of exclusion and we
need  to  gather  our  resources  and
our courage before we speak again.
Yet only this process of altemately
listening  to   silence   and   speaking
into it can bring us a Judaism that is
truly the product of the whole Jew-
ish   people.   What   Moses   heard,
what  the  men  heard  when   they
stood at Sinai - these are the things
that  have  come  down  to  us.  Only
now do we betin to  ask:  what did
the women hear - and what do we
hear where we stand now?.

|ndi:i:h "ashorw  is  Professor  of  Religious
Studies  at  Manhattan  College.  She is  c[uthor
of Standing Again at Sinai:  Judaism from a
Feminist Perspective  (Haxper,  San  Francis~
co,  1990).  She  presented  a  slightly  different
version  of  this  pa|]er  at  `The  HalfrEmpty
Bookcase' ,  the first Jewish feminist spiritual-
ity conference in England, held at the Liberal
Jewish Synagogue in  London in June  1992.
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OUR MASTER TAUGHT . . .

•,,. I      ,   '     ?

IN THE FARTHEST REACHES
of my memory,  I  have  a vague
recollection  of  a  remark  made

long  ago  in  tribute  to  the  late  Sir
Ludwig  Guttmann.   Guttmann,  an
eminent  German  neurologist,  had
been  working  on  methods  for  the
rehabilitation   of   paraplegics   and
had become an exile from his native
land. In Britain he was able to carry
on  his  research  and  his  discoveries
brought  new  hope  to  the  sufferers
from this dread and incurable injury
which   many   had   received   in   the
course of military service. A Member
of Parliament reflected the gratitude
of  the   nation  when   he   declared,
`Thank  you,  Hitler,  for sending us
men like Dr.  Guttmann!'

It is  a risky enterprise,  certainly,
and  morally  problematic,   to  give
Hitler credit for the occasional and
unintended  benefits  of his  malevo-
lence. All that we can do legitimate-
ly is to remark that paraplegics who
had  been  imprisoned  in  their  mat-
tress graves - as  the poet Heinrich
Heine   aptly   described   prolonged
infirmity - were restored to a useful
life because England had welcomed
a  physician  whom   the  Nazis  had
spurned.  In  similar  fashion  count-
less   other   refugees   made   heroic
contributions     to     their     adopted
countries.  Among  the  foremost  of
these was Jakob Josef Petuchowski,
although  his  notable  achievements
were in a field that seldom attracts
the notice of politicians.

Fleeing Berlin in  1939 as a lad of
fourteen,  on  one  of the  last  child-
ren's transports,  Jakob  Petuchows-
ki found a haven  in Britain.  There
he  began  the  studies  to  which  he
devoted  his  mature  years  and  his
great intellectual and spiritual gifts,
making   it   his   life's   objective   to
guide Jews and Christians to a more
profound   understanding   of   what
Judaism really is.  He was  sent first
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to   Scotland,  where  he  completed
his   secondary   education,   pursued
rabbinics  at the  Glasgow  yes fez.v¢fo,
and pondered emigration to Israel.
He matriculated at London Univer-
sity,  then  earned  a  BA  Honours
degree in psychology in 1947.  Early
in  his  university  career,  the  West
London Synagogue became his spir-
itual   home.    Its   Senior   Minister,
Rabbi Harold F. Reinhart, immedi-
ately  recognized  the  young  man's
potential for learning and for com-
munal  leadership.  With  Reinhart's
fervent   encouragement   and   after
private  study  with  Leo  Baeck  and
other  German  scholars  who  were
affiliated   to   the   British   Reform
movement,    Petuchowski    entered
the Hebrew Union College of Cin-
cinnati.  There  he  was  ordained  in
1952 and received his Ph.D in 1955.
In  1978  the  University  of  Cologne
conferred an honorary D.Phil upon
him and the next year Brown Uni-
versity made hip an honorary Doc-
tor  of  Letters.  Joining  the  Faculty
of  the  Hebrew  Union   College  in
1956, he was named in  1981  the Sol
and  Arlene  Bronstein  Professor  of
Judaeo-Christian  Studies,  in  addi-
tion  to  the  Research  Professorship
in Jewish Theology and Liturgy that
he already held.

A prodigious writer, Dr Petuchow-
ski  published  thirty-six  volumes  in
English,   Hebrew  and  German   in
the fields  of Jewish  theology,  litur-
gy,  rabbinics  and  Judaeo-Christian-
rty,  among  them  The  Theology  of
Haham   David   Nieto   (T954),   Ever
Since Sinai: A Modern View of Torah
(T96I) , Prayerbook Ref orm in Euro-
pe (T96g), Cortribulous to the Scien-
tific  Study  of Jewish  Liturgy  (Tg]CJn,
The Lord's Prayer and Jewish Litur-

gy   (L9]g),   Lexicon   der   juedisch-
christliche  Begegrurng  (Encyclopedia
of  the   Jewish-Christian   Encounter)
(1989).,    as   well    as   a   number   of
German  volumes  dedicated  `to  my
Christian  friends  in  Germany  who
devote themselves to the rediscovery
of Judaism'.  He  was  the  author  of
more  than  620  articles  in  scholarly
and   popular  journals.   For   several
years he served as`the first rabbi and
Director   of  Jewish   Studies   at   the
Hebrew Union College in Jerusalem.
He   lectured   at   Harvard   Divinity
School, Tel Aviv University and the
Theological Faculty of Lucerne Uni-
versity. For thirty-five years he offici-
ated on the High festivals in the tiny
Reform synagogue of Laredo, Texas.
His  untimely  death,  at  the  age  of
sixty-six,  occuITed on November  12,
1991,  as  he  was  anticipating  retire-
ment  from  his   academic  duties   at
Hebrew  Union  College.  He  is  sur-
vived   by   his   wife,   Dr.   Elisabeth
Petuchowski (nee Mayer), Professor
of German at the University of Cin-
cinnati,  whom  he  married  in  1946
and their three sons, Samuel,  Rabbi
Aaron and Jonathan.

Jakob Petuchowski's exceptionally
long   tenure   in   Laredo   shows   his
commitment to his own rabbinate as
well as to the education of rabbis-to-
be.   Dedicated   as  he  was   to   pure
scholarship,  he nonetheless  declined
to cut himself off from the practical
concerns  of  the  world  beyond  the
walls  of a'cademe.  On  the  contrary,
through his publications  and his lec-
tures   he   propagated   his   carefully
reasoned convictions on Judaism and
Jewish  living,  with  the  aim  of  con-
taining  and  eventually  of  reducing
the indiffer°ences and anarchy preva-
lent in American Jewry. Thus, apart
fi.om  his  scientific  studies,   he  was
preoccupied in his writings on liturgy
with  the  perennial  tension  between
kci;a, adherence to the fixed, official
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prayer-texts   handed   down   from
remote   ages   and   kczvt;&#afe,   the
spontaneous    outpourings    of   the
prayerful heart responding to spiri-
tual  needs  that  the  classic  Sz.ddz{r
and   Macfezor   had   hardly   recog-
nized.  Reform  Judaism,  encourag-
ing   the   modem   Jew's   quest   for
spirituality,    historically    favoured
kavt;¢#¢fe,  innovative  worship  and
deprecated   keva,   the   old   liturgy
that  arguably  had  lost  much  of its
impact after centuries in which the
traditional prayers had often degen-
Crated into the mechanical repetition
of  ill-understood  -  and  for  many,
meaningless -phrases. Petuchowski
had  no  objection  to  new  liturgical
compositions,  so  long  as  they  re-
flected a genuine Jewish spirit. Cer-
tainly  he  favoured  any  means  of
quickening  piety  among  Jews  who
had lost the inclination to pray.

But  he  warned  repeatedly  that
today's   k¢vt;¢#¢fo   invariably   con-
geals    into    tomorrow's    kctJ¢,    as
novelty loses its attraction and pass-
es  into  routine.  He  cautioned  his
colleagues  to  resist  the  temptation
of  canonizing  any  Reform  prayer-
book,   thereby   denying   to   other
Reformers the privilege of creating
their  own  liturgies  and  perhaps  of
rediscovering     kczwa#flfe     in     old
forms and rituals which Reform had
discarded, perhaps too hastily.

In  American  Reform  congregat-
ions,    English    early    superseded
Hebrew as the primary language in
which the service is read,  although
the  musical  responses  have  always
been  chanted  in  Hebrew  and  the
prayerbook    retains    the    Hebrew
texts of many of the classic prayers.
Reform  Judaism  has  expected  its
adherents to give intellectual assent
to  the  content  of the  prayers  they
are  invited  to  offer.  Thus  reason
qualifies  as  chief  arbiter  over  `the
service of the heart', as the  r¢/77tz4cZ
styles   prayer.   Jakob   Petuchowski
protested  against  the  exaltation  of
reason over emotion and,the  sub-
ordination   of   Hebrew,   with   its
hallowed   associations,   for   Jewish
spiritual life, with the profound feel-
ings it evokes, even among the many
who hardiy know their A/e/-Bcf. His
article    `Hebrew    and   Vernacular
Prayer'   (1972)   acknowl.edges   that
Jewish   law   does   indeed   counte-
nance praying in the vernacular but
he  emphasizes  that  those who  rely
upon   that   concession   are   denied
access  to  the  very  broad  range  of
meaning  in  the  Hebrew  originals.
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Furthermore,  Petuchowski  contin-
ues, the early Reformers disparaged
Hebrew    as    the   language   of   a
`national religion', a primitive stage
of development beyond  which  Re-
form had advanced to universalism,
the full implications of which can be
expressed only in a modern idiom.
That notion, Petuchowski observes ,
was  made  obsolete  by  the. seminal
events of recent history, the Sfeoafe
and the  establishment  of the  State
of  Israel.  The  time  has  come,  he
argues, for Reform to reappraise its
attitude  toward  Hebrew,  to  create
more effective ways of teaching it to
children and adults, of guiding them
to   an   appreciation   of  its   worth.
Here is scholarship brought to bear
upon  life  and  in  this  regard Jakob.
Petuchowski's    admonitions    have
met   with   a   generally   favourable
response.

Again  in  his rabbinical  capacity,
Dr Petuchowski lamented the new
trends  in  synagogue  music,  the  in-
troduction   of   catchy   tunes   and
rhythms,  some  of them  revivals  of
sfefcfJ  melodies  or  Chasidic  #!.ggz4-
#!.in,  some  taken  over  from  Israeli
secular   songs   and   dances,   some
patterned   after  the  music  of  the
theatre  and  the  night  club.  These
songs    had    captured    the    Youth
movement  and  then  most  congre-
gations   had   been   persuaded   to
adopt  them  in  place .of  the  more
formal  music,  with  organ  accomp~
animent,  that  had  long  quickened
Reform Jews to worship. Petuchows-
ki questioned whether rhythms that
stimulate   foot-tapping   and   hand-
clapping  have  a  legitimate  place  in
the synagogue.  In a 1984 sermon in
the Hebrew Union College  Chapel
he   called   upon   his   students   `to
distinguish between a mere indulg-
ing of the emotions on the one hand
and  a  harnessing  of  the  emotions
leshem shamayim - for the saLke  Of
Heaven -on the other. . .' He recog-
nized that now and then `our services
stand to gain by the introduction of
a new musical composition or two -
as  long  as  no  violence  is  done  to
congregations who have leaned to
derive  that  additional   element  of
k¢t/t/¢#czfe which comes from know-
ing  that the  tunes  one  sings to  the
Lord  are  also  the  tunes  in  which
devotion to  God was  expressed  by
parents,   grandparents   and   great-
grandparents.     No    attraction    of
novelty can compensate for the loss
of  that  intimacy  with  one's  syna-
gogue  music...'   His  was   a  lonely

voice  in  the  wildemess  but  it  was
not in Jakob Petuchowski to adjust
his standards to conform to popular
taste.

Indeed,  Petuchowski was  always
his own man. In Zz.o# Rcco7'rsz.dcred
he challenged Zionists and the Jew-
ish State to adhere more closely to
Jewish spiritual values. To his mind
these  were  being  shunted  aside  in
order  to  build  a  secular  state  in
which     pragmatic     considerations
rather than ethical principles dictat-
ed  national  policy.  Over the  years
he found himself increasingly out of
step   with   the   American   Refomi
Establishment. In 1986, speaking to
the        Conservative        Rabbinical
Assembly,   he  pointedly  observed.
that he was not a member of any -
italics his -rabbinical organization ,
thereby letting it be known that he
had severed his ties with the Reform
Central   Conference   of  American
Rabbis,  in  which  he  had  played  a
prominent role ever since his ordi- .
nation.  Four years later, writing in
the   Jewz.sfe   Spcct¢for,   he   defined
himself as a `non-observant Ortho-
dox Jew',  a classification originally
coined by Profes.sor Harry A. Wolf-
son of Harvard and which, when he
had first heard it, struck Petuchows-
ki    as    `particularly    oxymoronic'.
Yet,   as   his   disillusionment   with
official  Reform progressed,  he dis-
covered    meaning    in    Wolfson's
observation.   As  Petuchowski   saw
it,   Reform   Judaism   had   turned
away   from   its   historic   emphasis
upon Ethical Monotheism, the Mis-
sion  of Israel  and Prophetic Relig-
ion, the last of which meant to him
that   `it   was   the   function   of   the
synagogue to sensitize its members
morally...   Today's   American  .Re-
form  Judaism  maintains  a  political
lobby in Washington DC, which in
the  name  of  all  Reform  Jews  and
sometimes in the name of Judaism
itself,  presses  for political  action...
It   has   come  to   the  point  where
Reform  Jews  of  somewhat  more
conservative political 1eanings liave
to ask themselves whether they can
still be Reform Jews in good stand-
ing'. He objected strenuously to the
resolution on patrilineality adopted
by    the    Central    Conference    of
American  Rabbis,-to  the  accept-
ance  of chomosexual  congregations
and rabbis, to the alterations made
in the liturgy to satisfy the demands
of feminists, to the `fiercely Zionist'
orientation of present-day Reform.

Continued on next page
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In  a  subsequent  piece,  this  time
in  F!.rs£  Tfe!.regr for January,  1992,  a
conservative  non-Jewish  journal  of
opinion,  he  ascribes the changes in
Reform  Judaism  to  the  influx  of
Jews who had been reared in Jewish
secular movements -if they had any
previous  Jewish  affiliation  at  all  -
and who  had  now become  affluent
enough  to  move  out  of  the  inner
city  into  the  suburbs,  where  mem-
bership of a religious body was held
an essential feature of good citizen-
ship.     By     weight     of     numbers,
Petuchowski declared, these people
gradually  won  control  of the  syna-
gogues,  muted  their  religious  mes-
sage  and  transformed  them  into  a
"Jewish"  form  of  institutionalized
secularism'.   Even   more   insidious,
as he regarded it, was a proposal to
admit to membership of the Union
of  American   Hebrew   Congregat-
ions    a    `humanistic'    congregation
that in  its  liturgy  deliberately  elim-
inates  all references to  God.

Again,   in   the   December   1991
issue  of  Fz.rsf  7lfez.#gr,  Petuchowski
challenged   a   policy   supported  by
almost  all  American  Jewry.   Each
year, beginning in the latter days of
November,       the       tax-supported
schools   become   preoccupied   with
preparations   for   their   Christmas
programmes.   Creches   and   Christ-
mas   trees   are   set   up   on   public
property. Jewish parents, becoming
obsessed with the premonition that
their  children  will  be  lured  by  the
carols  and  the  decorations  into  the
acceptance  of  the  dominant  faith,
appeal  to  the  First  Amendment's
guarantee  of  the  absolute  separat-
ion of Church and State.  Often the
school authorities attempt to pacify
Jewish    apprehensions    by    taking
some notice  of  Cfe¢#kkczfo,  as  if the
two festivals  are somehow of equal
significance.   At   any   rate,   Jewish
children  often  feel  themselves  out-
siders,  or  are  made  to  feel  so  by
insensitive   teachers,   or   are   sup-
posed  to  feel  so  by  their  anxious
parents,  though  the  parents  them-
selves   are   often   very   far   from
Judaism. In desperation, individual
Jews  or Jewish  communal  agencies
protest to the educational administ-
rators, to the municipal government,
sometimes to the courts, frequently
generating  resentment  on  the  part
of   Christians   and   converting   the
seaspn of peace on earth and good-
will  towards  men  into  one  of recri-
mination  and   anger,   even   among
some    who     are    generally    well.
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disposed toward their Jewish neigh-
bours.     Nor    is    Jewish     concern
allayed now that in  many cities the
Lubavitch   Chasidim  install  tower-
ing  Cfecz#wkczfe  candelabra  adjacent
to   the   Christian   displays.    In   an
attempt to  defuse  some part of the
rancour, Jakob Petuchowski under-
took to reassure his Christian read-
ers   that   not   all   Jews   are   made
uncomfortable   by   the   Christmas
season.   He   began   his   article,   `A.
Rabbi's  Christmas'  -  another  oxy-
moron - by  affirming  his  complete
allegiance  to  Judaism  and  then  by
describing  the  pleasure  he  took  in
the    externals    of   Christmas,    the
music,   the   traditional   foods,   the
ornaments.   He   proceeded   to   re-
mind  Jews  that  at  Christmas  mil-
lions   of   non-Jews    celebrate    the
birthday  of  a  Jcwz.sfe  -  his  italics  -
child.  He  goes  on  to  insist  that  by
agitating for  the  removal  of prayer
and  religious  symbols  from  schools
and public assemblies, Jewish secu-
1arists  are  doing  a  disservice  to  the
people  they  maintain  they  are  de-
fending.   `Jews',   he   wrote,   `fared
infinitely   worse   in   those   modern
societies   from   which   the   God   of
Abraham   and  of  Jesus  had  been
banished'.

Jakob  Petuchowski  was  particu-
larly troubled whenever he heard of
that American phenomenon,  a rab-
bi presiding at the wedding of a Jew
and  a  non-Jew.  Equally  distasteful
to  him  was  the  casual  use  of  the
verb  `officiate'  to  describe  rabbinic
participation in wedding ceremonies.
He reminded his colleagues and the
laity that a Jewish wedding does not
require   the   presence   of   a   rabbi.
Two   competent  witnesses   suffice.
The   rabbi's   function   is    only   to
guarantee that the bride and groom
are permitted to marry according to
Jewish  law.   Rabbis  who  `officiate'
at a marriage - Petuchowski always
surrounded  the  word  with  inverted
commas  -  are  assuming  a  priestly
status which  is  alien to Judaism,  as
if  they  were  ministers  of  a  sacra-
ment  in  the  Christian  sense  of  the
term. He inveighed against rabbinic
`officiation'  at  marriages  that  can-

not    be    contracted    according   to
Hcz/czkfeczfe.    At   the   same   time   he
acknowledged  the  validity  of  civil
marriage between Jew and non-Jew
and   he   urged   that   every   effort
should  be  undertaken  to  bring  the
non-Jew  to  Judaism, .after  which  a
Jewish  marriage  ceremony  should
be arranged.

The  little regard some American
Reform Jews have for the Hcz/czkfoczfe
dealing   with   personal   status,    so
Petuchowski  contended,  rests  on  a
flimsy   foundation.    The   so-called
Higher  Criticism  of  the  Bible  had
demonstrated  that  the  ror¢fe,  with
its 613 m[.fzvof, could not have been
revealed  to  one  man  at  a  time  in
one  place,   as  the  Tradition   held.
Instead,  the  rorafe is a compilation
of four or more  documents by diff-
erent   hands.   It   was   put   into   its
present form by a redactor, centur-
ies  after  Sinai.  If  the  legislation  in
the   rorczfe   is   then   a   human   con-
struction, later generations have the
right  to  repeal  what  earlier generat-
ions   ordained.    In   rebuttal,    Petu-
chowski pointed out that if moderns
can  no  longer  accept  the  doctrine
that  the  whole   rorofe  was  prom-
ulgated  in   a  single   act  of  Divine
Revelation,  that  does  not  preclude
the individual documents fl.om being
repositories of authentic Revelation.
Furthermore,  he  draws  attention  to
the  narrative in  the  Book of Nehe-
miah,  Chapters  8-10,  which  tells  of
a   covenant   entered   into   by   the
people  as  a result  of Ezra's power-
ful  exhortations.  The  people  agree
solemnly  to  observe  `all  the  com-
mandments  of  the   Lord   and  His
ordinances   and   His   statutes'   and
they   voluntarily   impose   m!.fzvof
upon  themselves.  The  entire com-
munity   shares   in   the   revelatory
experience, which is then enshrined
in  law.  This  law  is  the  response  of
Judaism   to   every   encounter  with
the  Divine.  Petuchowski  called up-
on  Reform Jews to conform to  the
Halakhah   tha.t   governs   personal
status,  lest,  God  forbid,  the  time
come  when  large  numbers  of.  Re-
form  Jews  would  be  barred  from
marrying   their   fellow   Jews   who
adhere   to   the   traditional   restric-
tions.  Despite the very high respect
his  colleagues   accorded  him,   it  is
impossible   to   reinstate   laws   with
which  perhaps  most  Reform  Jews
are  no  longer  in  sympathy  for  one
reason or another, yet he continued
in  his  forceful  way  to  remind  his
people  of the time-honoured oblig-
ations   membership   of  the   house-
hold of Israel imposes upon them.

Professor  James   A.   Sanders   of
Claremont    Graduate    School,    a
Christian    theologian    and    Jakob
Petuchowski's  intimate  friend,  cal-
led   him  sfecz/i.czcfe  J¢go}/I.773,   the  title
by which Paul had identified himself ,
`apostle   of  the   Gentiles'   (Romans
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11:13).  The New Testament passage
has  overtones  of missionary  activity
and that was certainly not Sanders'
intent,  nor was  it  ever  Petuchows-
ki's  purpose.  Instead,  Petuchowski
promoted  dialogue  between  Jews
and  Christians  that had  nothing  to
do  with  polemics,   apologetics,  or
public relations. His dialogue began
with an objective investigation into
the exclusively Jewish tradition, the
exclusively  Christian  tradition  and
the common Judaeo-Christian trad-
ition, in which the participants were
Jewish  scholars  who  specialize  in
the study of Christianity and Christ-
ian  scholars  who  specialize  in  the
study of Judaism. All of them were
emancipated from the age-old com-
pulsion  to  demonstrate  the  super-
iority of one faith over the other, all
of  them   were   committed   to   the
proposition  that  both  Judaism  and
Christianity,   for   all   their   differ-
ences, are `channel(s) God has cho-
sen   for   communication   with   His
human children'. The obituary not-
ices in the German press dwelt upon
Jakob  Petuchowski's  extraordinary
talent  for  interpreting  Judaism  to
Christian audiences, Jewish piety in
reverent  encounter  with  Christian
piety   and   each  seeking  a  deeper
understanding of the other.

In    his   eulogy   for   Harold   F.
Reinhart,       written       in        1956,
Petuchowski  portrayed  his  mentor
as `averse to denominational labels,
striving, instead, for an unqualified
Judaism...  a  man  of deep  religious
belief ,   strong   convictions   and   of
fervent prayer. . . a man of piety and
that  in  an  age  where  piety  is  no
longer so easy to find...'

The values Jakob Josef Petuchow-
ski  commended  in  Harold  Reinhart
were those which he himself embod-
ied. Fondly, with enduring gratitude
for  his  personal  example,   for  his
fides obstinata iind for malay aL prec-
ious insight, those Jews and Christ-
ians who proudly count themselves
his disciples will treasure the mem-
ory  of this  man  `in  whom  was  the
spirit'|

Rabbi   A.   Stanley   Dreyfus,   Ph.D.,   D.D.
(Hon.) is Emeritus Director of the Rabbinical
Placemerit Commission of the American Re-
form  Movement.   He  teaches  Commentaries
and   Liturgy   at   the   New  York   School   of
Hebrew   Union   College-Jevi)ish   Institute   of
Religion.  He  was  Chairman  of  the  Liturgy
Committee   of   the   Central   Conference   of
American   Rabbis   during   the   years   when
Gates  of  Prayer  ¢#d  Gates  of  Repentance
were  published.
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Raisins and ALlmonds
Lucie Skeaping and the Burning Bush
Saydisc CD - SDL 395/Compczcf Dz.sc

CSDL 395/Casscffe

TEN  YEARS  AGO,   THE
question    `What    is    Jewish
music?'  was  being  asked  by

many people in this country and felt
by some to  defy an answering  def-
inition.     Jewish     musicians     were
embarrassed  by the question,  fear-
ing  that  Jewish   music  might  not
stand  up  to  scrutiny.   Did  Jewish
music  exist  outside  the  synagogue
service and, if it did, was it worthy
of  recognition  as  an  ethnic  entity?
Given   the   influence   of   western
music,  did  it,  in  fact,  have  its  own
identity at all?

Today,  Jewish  music  no  longer
needs to justify itself. The incredible
renaissance   in   Jewish   music   has
beei due in no small measure to the
B'nai  B'rith  Jewish  Music  Festival
which recently enjoyed its fifth and
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Vivienne Bellos

possibly most  exciting  season.  This
Festival  has  encouraged  everyone
involved in Jewish music not just to
become  aware  of  the  great  wealth
of Jewish  music  available  through-
out the diaspora but it has given us
all occasion to look at what we  are
doing in the Jewish music field and
set  standards  for  even  the  smallest
shul choir. Offshoots of the Festival
have    been    the    London    Jewish
Music  Centre,  the  UK's  only  sup-
plier of Jewish  recorded  and  sheet
music  from  around  the  world  and
the  setting  up  of the  Jewish  Music
Studies Fellowship at City Universi-
ty,   the  post  just  awarded  to  the
doyen  of British Jewish  musicolog-
ists, Alexander Knapp.

Jewish music falls into three cate-

gories:  liturgical  music,  folk  music
and art music.  It is  also divided by
geographical  boundaries   and  thus
the difficulty of offering a definition
arises.

If we  look  at  music prior t8  the
destruction  of the Temple  and  the
Babylonian   exile,   we   know   only
that it existed. We have information
gleaned  from  the  Bible  on  the  in-
struments used, the size and nature
of the choir in the Temple but, as it
pre-dates written manuscript music,
we have no record of how it sound-
ed.  All  we  have  from  the  mists  of
history is the tenuous link of biblical
chant.  As Abraham Idelsohn states
±n   his   book   Jewish   Music   in   its
Historical  Development.. `For proof
of  the  antiquity  of  the  traditional
tunes  in  which  the  Scriptures  are
chanted  we  site  their  Oriental  ori-
gin...',  `A comparison  of the  mode
of  the  Babylonian  Jews  with  the
tradition  of the  Amsterdam  Portu-
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guese  community  proves  that  the
two chants are identical despite the
geographical      distance      between.
them but shows that the tonality of
the Amsterdam version is remoulded
according  to  the  European  system
of  tones  and  semitones,  from  the
Oriental  tonality  of  three-quarter
tones'.  From  the  Babylonian  exile
onwards,   Jews  were  dispersed  to
the far corners of the world:  to the
Yemen,   Persia,   Daghestan,   Mor-
occo and Europe. These exiles took
their music with them but this music
in turn was influenced by the domi-
nant  nation   and   so  the   different
strands of Jewish music began. to be
woven.  The two broad groups into
which  European   and  Mediterran-
Can  Jews  are  classified  are  Ashke-
nazi and Sephardi, from the Hebrew
words Asfoke#czz  for  Germany  and
Sepharad fol Spain.

Ashkenazi Jewry suffered telTible
persecutions  throughout  its  history
and  many  emigrated  eastward  to
`Poland where they prospered for a
while.  The  synagogue music  of the
Ashkenazim   centred   around   the
Cfe¢zcz#   (cantor)   and  the   congre-
gation found in his singing a means
of escaping the oppression and sor-
row  of  their  daily  lives.   The  folk
song of the Ashkenazim reflects the
life  of  the  ghetto  and,  like  other
Jewish   folk   song,   dwelt   on   the
Jewish  life  cycle,  birth,  circumcis-
ion,  marriage  and  death  and  the
liturgical calendar. The language of
the  Ashkenazi  folk  song  was  Yid-
dish,   in   essence   Old   Rhineland
German  with  elements  from  Heb-
rew   and   later  from   the   Slavonic
languages.  Yiddish songs form part
of  our  heritage,  the  large  part  of
British Jews coming from the conti-
nent   but   the   inheritance   of   our
grandparents  has  not  been  passed
on. With the removal of the ghettos
and  near  complete  assimilation  we
have lost much of our folk culture. `
There  is  a  small  revival,  especially
in Yiddish Theatre but Yiddish folk
song is lost to the younger generat-
ion.  Arguments for and against the
inclusion  of Yiddish in  our  educat-
ion system abound. From a musical
viewpoint it  is  important  that  Jew-
ish   musicians   and   singers   retain
Yiddish in their repertoire.

The   Sephardim   were   the  Jews
who   had   settled   on   the   Iberian
peninsular  since  Roman  times  and
flourished  there  particularly  from
the eighth century. Jews during the
Muslim   conquest   had   enjoyed   a
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certain   amunt   of   prosperity   and
stability.  The  tenth-twelfth  centur-
ies   heralded   a   Golden   Age  with
great  achievements  in  philosophy,
medicine, literature, astronomy and
poetry.    Jews    also    held    leading
administrative     positions     at     the
courts of kings and princes.

In  the  hundred  years  preceding
the  expulsion  from  Spain  in  1492,
the Jews were subjected to persecu-
tion  and forced  conversion.  About
100,000  Jews  converted  to  Christ-
ianity and 200,000 went into exile to
Italy,     North     Africa,     Southern
France    and   Turkey,    where   the
famous community of Salonika was
created.  Many Jews went to Portu-
gal but the edict for their expulsion
was   published   only   a   few   years
later.  The  majority  of  these  Jews
converted and the remnant only left
Portugal  one  hundred  years  later,
going    to    Amsterdam,    London,
Hamburg  and  Bordeaux.  Thus  the
Sephardi Diaspora within the wider
Diaspora was created.

These    new    communities    took
with  them  their  language,  customs
and  their music.  This music,  which
has been preserved and developed,
shows Jewish, Islamic and Christian
influences and an amazing complex-
ity of language, scales and rhythm.

The  language  which  was  spoken
by   the   Jews   at   the   time   of  the
expulsion   was   medieval   Castilian
Spanish   and   is   called   by   various
nermes    -    Judeo-Espafrol,     Jindeo-
Spanish,  Djudezmo,  Spanolit,  Span-
iol  de  mosostros,  Sephardit  aLrrd .Tn
Morocco,   Hczkcfz.a.   The   language
was written first in Hebrew charac-
ters  and  later  in  Latin  script.  It  is
most   often   called   Lad!.7?o   which
derives  from  Latino  or  Latin  and
was applied by the medieval Jews of
Spain to the language  of their land
to differentiate it from Hebrew, the
language of their prayers.  This lan-
guage  was  carried  to  all  points  of
the   Jewish   diaspora   and   in   time
absorbed  many  words  from  these
other countries.

However,   whilst   Spanish   itself
evolved  philologically  to  what  it  is
today,   Ladz.#o   was   linguistically
fossilised and represents a form of
Spanish used centuries  ago.  It has
preserved    hundreds    of    archaic
Spanish words that have disappear-
ed from the modern-day language.

Those  communities  that  grew  in
the   main   cities   of   the   Ottoman
Empire  -  Istanbul,   Thessalonika,
Smyrna,   Damascus,   Aleppo   and,

after   1517,   Jerusalem   and   Cairo,
lived   at  peace  with  their  Muslim
and Christian neighbours and some
achieved great prosperity and influ-
ence. But they could not escape the
gradual   decline   of   the   Ottoman
Empire.

The  area  of Sephardi  music that
has become reasonably accessible in
recent years and has received much
attention  from  the  musicologists  is
the  secular  song  and  ballad  called
the  Romancero  or  Romanca.  Be-
cause music was such a central part
of the daily lives of the Sephardim,
particularly  the  women,  they  were
able   to   preserve   an   astonishing
musical heritage from five centuries
by oral tradition. As in Yiddish folk.
song, much emphasis was placed on
the    life-cycle    and    the    liturgical
calendar  and  both  are  richly  en-
dowed   with   songs.   Ballads   were
also a popular form, telling of bibli-
cal heroes and heroines and of days
in medieval Spain when there were
Kings   and   Queens,   Knights   and
Princesses.   During   the   dispersal,
these ballads began to resonate with
influences  from  their  new  home-
lands.

Abraham Ibm Ezra, the poet and
biblical  scholar,  recognised  that  all
peoples  fashion  their  song  to  suit
their spirit and reflect in their chants
their inner mood  and characteristics
and so in one of his Hebrew verses
he says:
The Arabs sing of love and lust
The Christians of war and revenge
The Greeks of wisdom and cunning
The Hindu of proverbs and riddles
But  Israel's  song  is  to  the  Lord  of

Hosts.
There   was   always   an   internal

struggle   in   each   community  .be-
tween the religious leaders and the
people   regarding   the   singing   of
secular songs.  From the third cent-
ury, this struggle erupted at regular
intervals.   Along  with   the   secular
ballads and women's song were the
zcmz.raf (table hymns) and religious
songs as opposed to prayer. E/z.yczfezt
fJcz#cv!. is one of the oldest songs of
this group,  sung by all Jewish com-
munities     at     H¢vd¢/¢fe     -     the
Sabbath-end - and another popular
song,   now   inclutded   in   our   Erev
Shabbat  tilrfulev,  was  Lecha  Dodi
written by Solomon Alkabetz, born
in 1501 in Salonika and died in 1580
in Safed.

As part of this year's commemor-
ation  of the  1492  Expulsion-,  there

Continued on neJct page
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have been recordings by  7lfec  Voz.ce
of  the  Turtle,  an  Ame;ri.ca,n  group
specialising  solely  in  L¢d!.#o  song
using   authentic   instruments,   who
have  issued  a  series  of  tapes  and
CDs  each  devoted  to  one  area  of
the  Sephardi  dispersal  -  Turkey,
Morocco and the Balkans and also
utilising  contemporary  songs  writ-
ten by Sephardi composers such as
Flory Jagoda.

In this country,  the creation of a
new  groap,  the  Burning  Bush,  in
1990  has  given  us  one  of  the  few
commercial  recordings  devoted  to
Jewish folk music. This CD entitled
Raisins and Almonds is zi ddighiful
collection  of  Yiddish  and  Ladino
songs     beautifully     arranged     by
Roderick   Skeaping,   also   using   a
mixture  of  authentic  and  modern
instruments.  Lucie  Skeaping,  who
fronts the group as vocalist but also
plays  violin  and  recorder,  is  well-
known   as   a   singer   of   early   and
traditional     music.     Her     Jewish
ancestry  led   her   to   research  the
music  of  the  Sephardim  for  BBC
radio  and  has  resulted  in  her  in-
creasing  absorption  in  the  subject.
The  group  has  kept  to  the  more
familiar repertoire including, as the
title implies,  such popular songs as
Rozhinkes mit Mandlen and Zog ni,i
Key#J7co/  in  Yiddish  and  La  Rose
Enflorece. aLnd Yo  M'enctmori  d'un
4z.re, two Ladino songs arranged by
Paul Ben Haim for choir -which the
Zemel  Choir  included  in  their  con-
cert  at  St.  John's  Smith  Square  in
July for the B'nai B'rith Jewish Music
Festival.   The   Burning   Bush   also
appeared in  the  B'nai B'rith Jewish
Music Festival  with  the  Greek-born
American cantor, Alberto Mizrachi,
featuring many of the songs from the
recording.

It  is  very  exciting to  see  already
established Jewish artists turning to
Jewish  music  and  bringing  it  to  a
wider, non-Jewish audience.  I hope
the  Bzt;`#z.ng  Bwsfe  continues  to  in-
volve   itself  in   recording   and  will
tackle  a  more  adventurous  reper-
toire, thereby bringing this music to
the younger generation through the
workshops  and  programmes  Lucie
Skeaping does with children.

Ten years  on,  Jewish  music out-
side the synagogue is thriving in this
country but there is still a great deal
to  be  done  on  the  liturgical  front.
The`   United    Synagogues'    choral
sfe¢bb¢fo#    arranged    by    Stephen
Glass  was  a  great  step  forward  in
raising  the  profile  of  choral  syna-

gogue   music  by  concentrating  on
Ivuss¢cfe  and  correct Hebrew stress
and  phrasing.   Although  we  have,
unfortunately, lost Stephen Glass to
Canada,  it  is  reassuring  to  see  the
Sfeflbbczfo;c  Choir  under  the  direc-
tion of Stephen Levey appear in the
Festival this year.

In the Reform Movement we are
setting up a Jewish Music Informat-
ion Centre due to open in January,
where all aspects of Reform Jewish
liturgical  music  will  be  serviced.   I
would still like to see more encour
agement    from    communities    for
their  shul  choirs  and  more  interest•from  those  choirs  in  the  wealth  of

liturgical music available to them.
In the words of the Psalmist; I.vdz/

et   Adonai   b'simcha   bo'u   l'fanav
b!.r#¢#czfe -serve the Eternal in joy,
come before God with songl

Vivienne Bellos, LRAM, ARCM, was born 1.#
Southend  and studied at  Dartington  College
of Arts and the Royal Academy of Music. She
is  Director  of  Music  at  the  North  Western
Reform  Synagogue  and  Music  Consultant to
the  RSGB.  sire has carried on a solo  career
alongside  her career in Jewish music.

AMAZING VITALITY
OFTUDAISM

Charles   Middleburgh

Jndalsm: the Religious Situahon
Of Our Time

Hans Ktlng - Sch4 Press,
London,1992,  pp.  753,  £35.00.

WITH  GOOD  FORTUNE,
one may, in a lifetime, read
a few books that will make

a  deep  impression  and  leave  one
feeling  immeasurably  richer.  Jz/d-
czz.sin by Hans Ktlng is one of those
books.

It is massive, superbly researched
and   intricately   argued   with   633
pages  of  text  and  91  pages  of  in-
structive notes.

Jztd¢z.sin  is  the  first  of  a  trilogy
on  the  world's  three  Abrahamic
religions,  a trio  that  I  suspect will
be rated as one of the masterpieces
of  modern   religious   scholarship.
Professor  Hans  Kung,  the  highly
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controversial  but  much  respected
Professor for Ecumenical Theology
at  Ttibingen  University,  Germany,
writes  about Judaism  as  a  devoted
friend   of  the   Jewish   people.   He
portrays the stages of Jewish history
as paradigms,  defined as  `an entire
constellation    of    beliefs,    values,
techniques and so on, shared by the
members   of   a   given   community'
which  he  first  described  in  his  ear-
Tier    work    Global    Responsibility
(Eng.  translation  1991).

His  description  of  the  develop-
ment of Judaism and the  events of.
Jewish history is always fascinating,
sometimes  challenging  and  contro-
versial and occasionally amusing, as
wheh   he   describes    Cfecz#ztkczfe   as
having  become  `a  kind  of  Jewish
Christmas'.   Kting  does  everything
he  can  to  demonstrate,  in  a  man-
ner that some might find surprising
in    a    Catholic   theologian,    how
Judaism  is  `an  independent  entity
with   amazing   continuity,   vitality
and dynamism'.

His  approach  to  certain  subjects
is quite critical on occasion, particu-
larly in  his  description  of Christian
anti-Semitism   and  the  attitude  of
the Vatican and the  German chur-
ches   to   the   Nazi   regime   and   its
programmatic persecution and des-
truction  of  the  Jews.  If this  brings
pleasure  to  some  Jewish  readers,
his section on Israel, especially that
entitled   The   Tragic   Confoict,  will
upset      a     great     many     others.
Although I am personally in broad
agreement with all his points, parti-
cularly   in   the   section   concerning
the   Intifada   aLnd  the   Palestinian
SJ¢fc, I cannot deny that Ktlng hits
hard  where  he  feels  strongly  in  a
fearless  style  that  some  may  find
unacceptable.  It  would  be  wise  to
remember  though  that  throughout
the book, Ktlng's deep commitment
to  both  the  survival  and  develop-
ment of the Jewish people is evident
and we ought to consider ourselves
fortunate  in  having  such  a  loving
and honest friend.

He  is  well  aware  of the  crisis  of
faith  provoked  by  the  Holocaust,
which he considers both thoughtful-
ly  and  sensitively  and  discusses  its
implications for Jews and Christians
without  fear.  His  conclusions  may
not   suit   everybody   but   they   are
worthy  of  thought:  `Because  there
is  Auschwitz,  say  the  godless,  the
idea   of   God   is   intolerable.   And
those who believe in God, whether
Jews   or   Christians,   may   answer,
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"Only because there is a God is the

thought  of  Auschwitz  tolerable  to
me at all".

I  found  the  section  entitled  For
the  Sake  of  Human  Beings  a. tilttle
confusing, because I was not able to
decide what Ktlng the `honest brok-
er' was attempting to achieve in his
sustained emphasis on the common
ground  between  Jews  and  Christ~
ians,  especially through the person
of Jesus the Jew. The hint that I felt
was   contained   in   the   text,   that
things might be better if we became
part  of  the  community  which  sees`doing of the will of God aimed  at

love which is above any law'  as the
best   human   endeavour,   left   me
slightly uneasy.

The  final  section,  Ep!./og%e..  IVo
New  World  Order  without  a  New
Wor/d Ejfe!.c, is rather disappointing
and  facile  and  somehow  unworthy
of the high standard set by the rest.
Nevertheless,   I   unreservedly   re-
commend this book to anyone with
an   open   mind   who,   like   Kting,
wants   to   see   enhanced   dialogue
between those of different faiths, a
reassertion  of  belief  in  God  in  a
troubled world and a renewed com-
mitment   to   the   key  ideals  which
dominate this text:
No survival of the world without a

new world order.
No world peace without religious

Peace.
No religious peace without religious
dialoguel                    \

Rabbi Dr. Charles Middleburgh is /cc/wrer I.H
Aramaic at  Leo  Baeck College and rabbi of
Harrow and Wembley Progressive Synagogue.

EVE-
THE REAL MEANING

OF TORAH

Sybil Sheridan
Discovering Eve : Ancient I sraelite

Women in Context
by Carol Myers

Oxford University  Press,  1988
(p.b.1991)  pp238,  £7.95  (p.b.)

Rabbi  Eliezer  says,   `Anyone  who
teaches his daughter Torah, it is as
if he teaches her triviality'. (Mishna
Sota 3:4).
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IT  [S  AN  ArIT[TUDE  WELL
known to us and one that has set
the curriculum for the education

of  Jewish   girls   for   the   past   two
millennia.  The  underlying  message
is,  `Don't  teach  girls  anything  that
will  tax  them,  challenge  them  or,
God forbid, encourage an enquiring
mind,.

Of   course   the   passage   in   the
A4z.sfe#cz  is  open  to  many  interpret-
ations.  It  was  one  of several  opin-
ions expressed and it related to one
specific situation only.  Nevertheless ,
it  was the  one  opinion  that  stuck -
presumably because people believed
it.

But   what   is   meant   by   rorc[fe?
What by triviality?

Girls were in fact taught Tor¢fo at
the  time  of  Rabbi  Eliezer  (end  of
the   fir.st   century   CE)   -   as   they
always  have  been.  But  they  were
taught in a different manner and in
rather   smaller    doses    than.  .their
brothers. What is in question`in the
passage  here  is  not  whether  girls
should learn but whether a particu-
lar aspect, that concerning the laws
of adultery,  was  a  suitable  subject
for them. Nevertheless, the general
consensus   based   on   this   passage
became    that   while    the   Written
Tor¢fe  was  safe  for  girls,  the  Oral
Torah wtrs riot.

This was bound  up  in  the  vexed
question  of triviality.  The  Hebrew
for   triviality   is   fz./7ztf .   It   can   also
mean  obscenity,  or  licentiousness.
In the context of the statement, the
latter  is  a  better  interpretation  as
the next sentence continues;

Rabbi Joshua says, `A woman pref-
ers one measure and #J7z/f than nine
measures and chastity'.
The implication seems to be that,

if  women  knew  in  detail  the  laws
regarding  adultery,  they  would  be
more likely to indulge in it, not less
likely. The fear is expressed by the
Rabbis that,  if women really knew
the  due  process  of  the  Law,  they
would lose  all respect for it.  `Keep
your   women   faithful   by   keeping
them   ignorant'   seems   to   be   the
message.

This   is   an   interesting   line   of
reasoning!  It  does  not  suggest  that
women  are  not  capable  of  under-
standing  what  is  going  on,  rather
that they understand only too well.
And   that   they   would   not   think
much  of the  way  the  Sages  of old
reached their decisions.

But   the   Hebrew   translated   as
chastity    -   pcrc.sfewf    -    also    has
another meaning:  `interpretation'.

`A  woman  prefers  one  measure  of
triviality to ten measures of serious
interpretation'.
Taken  out of its  adulterous  con-

text,  the  meaning  becomes  clear.
Women are too stupid,  or too  lazy
or too superficial to bother with in-
depth  analysis  of a  text.  The  com-
panion    Gem¢ra   to   this   passage
clearly follows this line, when, citing
Proverbs 8:12 it says:

`1, Wisdom, am present in subtlety.
When   wisdom   enters   a   man,   it
enters subtly'. (Sota 21b).
Which is why,  even today,  there

is  no  Orthodox  institution  in  this
country where women can study the
Talmud.

Yet even this interpretation is not
entirely  unambiguous  because  the
Hebrew for `subtlety', ¢rz/in, is very
similar to the word for `nakedness' ,
¢rom.  The  sexual  implications  re-
main after all and this calls to mind
another argument that the real ob-
jection voiced in the passage is that
women will use the skills needed in.
textual    interpretation    to    justify
their  adulterous  behaviour.  In  this
case,  then,  the women are  not too
stupid to lean rorc!fe - they are too
clever!

Today, that cleverness is manifest
in many ways. Twenty years ago the
first  woman  rabbi  was  ordained  in
the  United  States.  Today  women
rabbis  are  commonplace.  Women
professors   in   theology  are  not   a
rarity either and women studying at
yesfe!.w!   and   indeed   teaching   T¢/-
mLld and Jewish Mysticism to other
womeri,   are   almost   a   matter   of
course among the liberal Orthodox
of New York and Jerusalem.

Amongst the work these women
have  produced,  two  trends  can  be
discerned.  One  is  an  absolute  and
strict    conformity,    not    surprising
when the need to prove oneself still
exerts  its  pressure  in  our  not-yet-
egalitarian society.  In contrast, the
other is a totally fresh and challeng-
ing look at what has hitherto been
taken for granted.

Men have had two thousand un-
interrupted  years   to   look   at  our
religious texts,  to  make their com-
ments,    derive   their   conclusions.
Two  thousand years in which they
have   absorbed   the   traditions   of
their forbears, built upon what was
already.    said,      inherited      their
assumptions. Women have come in
at the tail-end of that process, with
all  the  right  tools  of  intellect  and
training  but  without  a  link  to  the

Continued on next page
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chain  that  enables  them  to  build
unquestioningly  upon  the  work  of
their fathers.

And the result is very exciting.
Carol  Myers'  book,  D!.scover!.#g

Eve is an excellent example of such
work.   Combining  the   sciences   of
social  anthropology  and  archaeolo-
gy with  the tools  of critical  biblical
exegesis  and   of  women's   studies,
she   presents   a   picture,   based  on
Genesis  chapters  2  and  3,  of early
Israelite society, with Eve as a rep-
resentative  of  `Everywoman'.  But,
rather than Everywoman as subject
to the will of Man - and,  from her
creation, subordinate to him -there
emerges from  her studies  a strong,
independent  female  whose  contri-
bution  was  vital  to  the  economic
survival   of   the   community.   Many
may dispute her assumptions , follow-
ing N.K. Gottwald, of the origins of
Israel    in    a   group   of   rebellious
Ccz#¢cz#z.fc  slaves  but  the  notion  of
pioneer  settlements  on  the  barren
mountainous   regions   west   of  the
Jordan  makes  a  logical  setting  for
the  first  Israelite  villages  since  the
fertile  plains  reaching  to   the   sea
were fully occupied and well defen-
ded. It also explains the description
in Genesis chapter 2 - in contradict-
ion to that of the first chapter - of
the world  before  creation  as  a bar-
ren,  waterless  waste  and  why  the
first thing God does for man is plant
a garden.

Myers  claims  that  a  pioneer  set-
tlement  in  an  unfriendly  environ-
ment   and   dependent   on   all   its
labour,   male  and  female,   to  sur-
vive,   results   in   a   society   where
women   have   more   or   less   equal
status   with   men.   It   is   only   with
urbanisation and increased wealth -
when society is no longer economic-
ally  dependent  on  all  its  citizens  -
that  women  lose  their  value.   No
longer needed to work the fields to
ensure  the  physical  survival  of the
community,  they are free rather to
enjoy its profits, to spend their time
raising  their  children,  to  be  decor-
ative rather than useful.  Their role
changes  and,  as  a  consequence,  so
does  their  status.  This  seems  born
out  by  comparison  with  the  Hcz/ztf-
zz.in  (pioneers)  in  the  early  days of
Zionism, where women drained the
swamps,    cleared    the    fields    and
could become prime minister.  And
the comparison stretches to today's
Israel  where   equality,   even  on   a
kibbutz,  does  not  quite  penetrate
the laundry,  kitchens and creche.

At  the  centre  of the  book  lies  a
close reading of the story of Eve in
the  garden  of  Eden,  in  particular
the   oracle   in   Genesis   Chapter   3
verse  16:

`1 will greatly multiply your pain in   .

childbearing.
In pain you shall bring forth
children.
Yet your desire shall be for your
husband and he shall rule over
you'.
With  a  `subtlety'  worthy  of  the

talmudic  Rabbis  themselves,  Carol.
Myers  shows  how  this  rather  un-
promising   text   from   the   feminist
point of view can,  almost,  mean its
opposite.

Firstly    she    demonstrates    how
much our understandings and trans-
lations of the text have been depen-
dent  on  interpretations  made  of it
by rabbis  and  Christian  scholars  of
the  early  centuries  of  the  current
era.   We   describe   the   passage   as
God's curse of Eve, yet nowhere in
the text is there any suggestion that
this  is  a  curse,  or  even  a  punish-
ment.  It  is  simply the  consequence
of  eating  the  fruit  of  the  tree  of
knowledge   -   not   its   retribution.
Within Christianity, there developed
the doctrine of the Fall of Man but
this  notion,   too,  is  totally   absent
from   the   text.   Above   all,   there
comes  the  assumption  of  women's
subservience  to  men,  yet  this  may
not in fact be in the passage either.
The  early  rabbis  and  bishops  who
interpreted  it so had no  more  idea
of  what  the  passage  was   actually
about than we do, so far were they
removed   from   the   life-setting   in
which the story was composed. And
this  is  made  evident,  claims  Carol
Myers,   from   the   consistent   mis-
translations that have been made of
the text from the start.

Mistakes   do   persist   from   one
version of a text to another because
readers  are so geared to one parti-
cular reading of a text that they fail
to  recognise  the  words  as  indepen-
dent   of   a   particular   tradition   of
interpretation.

An   example   of   this   is   to   be
found at the other end of the Bible,
in  the  translations  of  Ecclesiastes
Chapter 3:

`To everything there is a season and
a   time  for   every   purpose   under
heaven'.
The second verse should read:
`A  time  to gz.ve  bz+f7!  and  a  time  to

die',
The   Hebrew   is   quite   clear,   yet

every Bible in print, it seems, trans-
lates this  as  `A time to be born...'

In  Ecclesiastes  it  makes  no  real
difference  to  the  meaning  of  the
passage  which  way  you  read  it  but
when it comes to Genesis 3 and the
relationship of Eve to Adam and to
God,   a   correct   understanding   of
what  the  words  mean  is   surely  a
theological necessity.

What   Carol   Myers   does   next,
therefore,  is  to  look  at each  of the
significant  words  in  the  oracle  and
examine  its  various  meanings  and
how  it  is  used  in  other  contexts  in
the  Bible.  In  many  cases,  there  is
another way  of translating  the  text
and-in every case at least one other
way of interpreting it.  The result -
her translation is. . .  well. . .  startling!
Gone is the subdued wife subject to
every  whim  and  wish  of  her  hus-
band  and  in  her  place,  a  woman
who  has  equal  chances,  equal  res-
ponsibility,   equal   joys   and   equal
burdens   in   life's   experiences.    It
alters the purpose of the story from
a  simple  origin  tale  to  a  powerful
discourse  on  the  nature  of  human
existence.

There  is  a  danger in  this  type  of
work.    When   faced   with   several
alternatives  of meaning  the  author
always  goes  for  the  one  that  most
closely  supports  her  thesis.  In  the
end,  we have no way of knowing if
what  Carol  Myers  says the  passage
means is any nearer the reality than
what the rabbis said it meant.

But it makes for a good read. It is
encouraging    to    Jewish    feminists
used to seeing women in our history
constantly having a raw deal. And it
shows  with  remarkable  clarity  how
women  -  now  that  they  have  the
tools  at  their  command - are  very
subtly undermining the centuries of
male thinking on the subject.

Is this Jz##f? To the traditionalist
it  must  certainly  be  troublesome.
Perhaps   Rabbi   Eliezer   was   right
after all!|

Rabbi Sybil Sheridan was bor# I.# Bo//o% ¢#d
educated  at  Girton  College,   Cambridge.   A
graduate   of   Leo   Baeck   College,   she   has
served as  rabbi at  Ealing  Liberal Synagogue
and   Swindon   Jewish   Community.   She   is
currently ministering to four children.
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en7INH
STUDENTS JLT THE MZINOR HOUSE:

REACHING our To STUDE:NIS
Satmah holds vacation seminars and Friday
night programmes for university and college
students  as  well  as  offering  a  Jewish  Book
Club and a pl.ofessional counselling service.
A  full  time  Student  Activities  Co-ordinator
works  closely  with  Progressive  Jewish  Stu-
dents,  visits campuses and co-ordinates the
work of the Progressive Chaplaincy service
If you want  to  know more about  Satmall or
would  like  to  be  added  to  the  mailing list,

please write to:
Debbie Chazen

Satmah
FRI:I:POST

London N3 2BR
or telephone 081-346 2288
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`NEW LIFE FOR OLD .  .  .'
YIDDISH

M;itTFil:¥;s:rgi:¥mi:h:rTo:::
had  come  to  England  for  medical
attention.    My    mother    was    her
favourite   daughter-in-law  and  she
spent several months with us,  leav-
ing  round  about  my  fourth  birth-
day.   She  never  disguised  the  fact
that,  however comfortable she was
materially in  England, her spiritual
home was in  Poland.  Not only was
Yiddish  her  day-to-day  speech  but
she  read  newspapers  and  books  in
the language and wrote its strangely
cursive  script  in  an  elegant  hand.  I
remember very little about her but I
have a persistent recollection of her
grooming   and   curling   her   sfeeyf/
(wig).  She  would  stand  by  the  gas
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Theresa Turk
cooker in  the  kitchen  and  heat  her
curling tongs in the fierce little blue
flames with their purple centres. By
then   she   must   have   been   in   her
early fifties and still very handsome
- my father was always rather proud
of her looks and also of the fact that
his  parents'  marriage  had  been  a
`love  match',  although for the  sake

of propriety  the  services  of a sfeczcz-
kfacz# (matchmaker) had been called
upon.   Her  own  greying  hair  was
modestly  parted  in  the  centre  and
pulled  back  neatly  over  her  ears.
She  would joke  that  she  was  more
attractive to men wearing her Jfoey£/
than without  it  and  so,  she  smiled,
what was the point of wearing it?

Boob¢  was  unwell  much  of  the

time  and  I  would  visit  her  in  the
back bedroom, where she rested in
the brass bed, to say good morning,
or keep her company while she ate
her  meals  from  a  tray.  I  would  be
offered delicacies like, arfo /c/a/e zap
a little spoonful of soup, ¢fe #z.gc/c, a
little wing, of chicken, of course, or
ah   shtik   lekekh   aL  piece  Of.  c,tLke.
When  she  returned  to  der  feeym  -
only one place was ever referred to
as  home  and  that was  Poland,  the
brass  bed  was  sold.  It  had  always
taken  up  too  much  room  and with
its disappearance and the departure
of   my   grandmother,   Yiddish   no
longer seemed relevant to anything.
It  was  used  only  occasionally  be-
tween  my  parents  and  their  older
relations   and   I   would   pray   that
these   occasions   would   not   arise

Continued on next page
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when I had the  company of any of
my  school  friends.   I   did  not  feel
ashamed but it was so `foreign' and
so  `different'  and  I  could  not  have
explained  where  it  came  from,  to
myself even, let alone to those cool,
blonde,  youthful  Anglo-Saxons,  or
why on earth my aunts spoke it and
so   exuberantly,   too!   My  parents,
when I was about eight, took me to
see  a  Mollie  Picon  film  called  yz.cZ-
dle  mit'm  Fiddle.  Nobody  thought
it  necessary to  enlighten  me  about
Klezmer   music   and   the   itinerant
musicians who  played  it  round  the
sfefcf/ckfe  -  the  subject  of  the  film
and  it  could  all  have  been  taking
place   on   Mars   as   far   as   I   was
concerned. Within a few years I had
mentally   labelled   Yiddish   as   an
anachronism     and     at     best     the
medium  most  suited  for  a  particu-
larly self-conscious kind of in-joke.

It  also  became  clear  to  me  over
the years that Yiddish gave  certain
individuals a wonderful opportunity
to   be   patronising.   My   husband's
grandmother  came  from  Hamburg
and regarded anywhere east of Ber-
lin  as  remote  from  civilisation  and
the vernacular language of the Jews
of that  area  as  something  cultured
people should not know about.  She
insisted  that  she  spoke  only  Hocfe-
dcLffscfe and on one famous occasion
whl\e on the Promenade des Anglais
at Nice,  still select and unpackaged
in the  1950's, heard the unwelcome
accents of the hoi polloi. She turned
to  her  daughter  Gladys  -  she  had
thought Gladys an elegant `English'
name; that the name was Welsh and
that   there   was   a   country   called
Wales,   had   not   yet   entered   her
mind when her elder daughter was
born.  `Gleddis,  pleess,  what is  that
dretful lengvidge those offal people
are speaking?' This was announced
in   the   he,aring   of   the   aforesaid
unmentionables but as they in turn
had  difficulty  with  the   Grossmz4f-
fcr's own distinctive English,  which
she never admitted to be other than
BBC via Oxford, it is likely that no
feelings were hurt.

It  was  terribly  important  to  that
class  of person  in  those  decades to
have  origins in  the  so-called  `west'.
My  husband  once  found  himself in
Baltimore  and  dutifully  paid  a  call
on    his    great-aunt    Bella,    whose
home  town  it  was.   Bella  was  his
grandmother's sister. This lady was
close  on  ninety  years  of age  and  a
resident  in  a  home for  the  elderly.
After   careful   scrutiny   and   inter-
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rogation,   Bella  conceded  to  John
that   he   was   a   nice   boy,   despite
being    drei    viertel    ost   -   three-
quarters  of eastern  stock.  This was
an allusion to the fact that they had
considered her sister Paula had de-
meaned herself by marrying John's
grandfather and a rumour had circ-
ulated,  that the  grandfather,  Mo -
could  anything  less  dignified  than
such   an   abbreviation   be   possible
and  how  could  Paula  have  permit-
ted   it?  -  came  from  Kolomeyer.
That   town,   on   the   very   easterri
border of Galicia, was reputed to be
eternally  in  the  grip  of the  foulest
weather  and  of mud.  It  was  also  a
punishment posting for recalcitrant
army     officers     of     the     Austro-
Hungarian  Empire,  who  would  be
driven  out  of  their  minds  by  the
emptiness,  social  and  cultural  and
the scant contact with the rest of the
world.  I  doubt  that  it  was  quite  as
awful as all that, but it is interesting
that  Sacher  Masoch,  who  invented
masochism, wrote a novel about the
place.    He   had,    apart   from   his
better-known talent,  a considerable
ability   as   a   writer.   The   work   in
question  was  called  7lfec  Do#  Jz4cz7t
o/ Ko/omeyer and was a send-up of
that one-horse town,  the prevailing
ultimate in seediness where the very
idea  of  a  dashing,  sexy  Don  Juan
was  enough  to  render  his  readers
hysterical with laughter.

Gladys,   who   was   by   then   my
mother-in-law,   went   to   a   lot   of
trouble,   researching   family   docu-
ments    on    her    mother's    behalf.
Paula  had  taken  the  aspersions  on
Mo as a personal slight.  Gladys was
able to confirm that Mo's birth had
been  as  respectable  as  that  of  his
wife,   i.e.   it   had   taken   place   in
Hamburg  and that Bella,  who  fan-
cied  Mo  but  lost  him  to  Paula,  in
the grip of delayed sour grapes, had
used  the  most  effective  means  at
her disposal to discredit him.

I  think  Yiddish  entered  a sort of
Dark   Age   in   England   after   the
second  world war.  So  many of the
people  who  would  have  spoken  it
and  passed  it  on  to  their  children,
had  disappeared  from  Europe  and
while  the  State  of Israel  was  in  its
infancy, there were strong emotions
concentrating the  mind  on  modern
Hebrew.   In   1978,   Isaac   Bashevis
Singer received the Nobel prize for
literature  and  the  language  of  his
literature  was  Yiddish.  Things  be-
gan to happen, including before too
long   the   unbelievable   thing   that

Yiddish   had  become   `respectable'
enough   for   a   department   to   be
devoted  to  the  subject  at  Oxford.
Despite   the   fact   that   the   ultra-
Orthodox had always used Yiddish
for  daily  speech  in  order  to  con-
serve  Hebrew  as  a  holy  tongue,  I
now had the uncomfortable feeling
that  once  a  language  was   not  in
general  use  as  a  living  means  of
communication,    the   people   who
had once spoken it no longer consti-
tuted  a  recognisable   entity.   They
were,  therefore,  no  longer  a  cult-
ural   or   political   threat   and   the
language became an OK subject for
academics. Rather like the situation
in Spain, for over four centuries the
home   of   the   Inquisition,   where
there are virtually no Jews but more
students   of   Hebrew   and   Jewish
writings  than  there   are  in  Israel.
But without being aware of it, I was
taking  part  in  a  wider  change  in
attitudes.  Soon I began not only to
hear    my    father    speak    Yiddish,
which he did when he needed emot-
ive  emphasis,  but  to  listen  to  the
words.   The   Yiddish   tapes   I   had
bought him stopped being just use-
ful  birthday presents  and  began  to
be what real people had laughed at
or  cried  about  and  I  had  begun  to
see why they did.

Our  journey   back   had   started.
We   went   to   two   Yiddish   plays.
After  ten  minutes  with  the  simul-
taneous   translation   we   discarded
the headphones.  We had arrived at
the  terminal,  we  took  off  -  for  a
Yiddish  Evening  Class.  How  can  I
explain our sense of satisfaction and
fulfilment by ten o'clock, at the end
of the  class  on  Wednesday  nights?
Probably   part   of  the   pleasure   is
being old  enough not to  care  if we
get  it  wrong  and  to  sit  back  and
enjoy  the  experience  without  the
self-consciousness of youth.  We  do
not bother to ask ourselves if we are
fulfilled   by   finding   our   spiritual
roots, or if this is my way of dodging
the  bits  of  Jewishness  that  do  not
appeal   to   me,   or   maybe   John's
revenge   on   his   grandmother.    It
could   be   infatuation.    You   can't
make  sense  of it  and  you  can't  get
on without it.  I look forward to my
infatuation   becoming   a   grown-up
emotion,  in  step,  I  hope,  with  my
Yiddish getting somewhere near the
Galician perfection of our be5foayr/ecz
instructress.  You  know,  it  is  dawn-
ing  on  me  now.  I  do  seem  to  have
got  back  to where  it  all  started - a
long  way  back  -  right  back  to  the
curling  tongs!
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OF SHAWLS AND
SHOULDERS

Dos  tallisel,  dos  tallis,
Iz  dos  ayntsig  kleid,
Bet  dem Yidn teier
ln sahn note uhn sahn leit.
Fin  der chuppah bis tsum keyvah
Arahn,  arahn, arahn.
Alles  vos  er  hot,  alles  vos  er broacht,
Alles,  alles  ist dos  tallis.

IF  YOUR  YIDDISH  IS  NOT
up to it, the lines above say that
the  f¢//z.f  (prayer  shawl)  is  the

garment  that  is  most  precious  to  a
Jew  in  times  of  need  and  sorrow.
From marriage to the grave, it is all
that he has and all that is necessary.
The  fcz//I.f  is  everything.

I remember my father singing this
song    with    considerable    emotion
from  my  earliest  childhood.  I  very
soon  understood  that women  were
not  capable  of the  same  important
duties as men.  They certainly could
not   expect,   nor   deserve,   such   a
valuable possession,  both  a consol-
ation  for  the  sadness  of  the  world
and a reward for merit. Confirmation
of the  difference  in  status  was  evi-
denced   by   the   translation   in   my
Singer's  Prayer Book  of the morn-
ing prayers. That a man gave thanks
for not having been made a woman,
spoke for itself . So did my having to
be  grateful  for  being  made  what  I
was.    No   amount   of   justification
about the importance of the role of.
wives   and   mothers   could   remove
my   suspicions   that   this   role   was
mostly played out close to the kitch-
en sink.  A business acquaintance of.
my  parents,  whom  my  mother  re-
garded  as  very  coarse,  alleged that
his   elderly   father   would   make   a
brief examination  each  morning  of
the  relevant  area  of  his  anatomy
during  the  prayer,  lest  some  vital
change had taken place in the night.
This  exclusively masculine order of
affairs was, of course, the prevailing
ethos and not specifically Jewish.  It
must  have  been  around  since  the
beginning    though.     Women    arc
biologically    compromised.     After
all,   who   else   can   conceive   and
deliver  -  and  needs  protection  at
those times? But a readjustment of
duties and responsibilities to permit
women   the   use   of   their   equally
God-given   cerebral   cortex   might
have prevented the shortfall in just-
ice and social respect, which women
have more or less always had to put
up with.

It  was  a  surprise  to  me  to  learn,
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while  leafing  through  a  booklet  on
the subject of women and /¢//!.J, that
as  long  ago  as  the  middle  of  the
nineteenth century, at a congress of
the Reform Movement in Germany,
statements  were  issued  that  would
be perfectly acceptable at any Jew-
ish feminist meeting today. Women
sitting with men at synagogue serv-
ices, ¢/j.)/¢fe for any adult person and
the  use  of the  fa%f if desired.  My
father found this all quite patholog-
ical.   Although  he  had  long  since
questioned the dogma, he could not
extricate  himself from the habit  of
thought   that   flowed   from   it.   A
previous incident that drew on atti-
tudes   to   women   illustrated   this
beautifully.  My husband, a medical
graduate and our younger son, then
recently  qualified  as  a  doctor,  had
both   received   a   letter   from   the
rabbi  of our synagogue.  The  rabbi
had written to all his male medical
congregants,   telling   them   of   the
need  for more mofe¢/I.in  and  offer-
ing   the   required   training   in   the
prescribed manner of the ritual. My
nearest and  dearest decided that it
was  the  function  of their wife  and
mother to tell the rabbi that neither
of them  had  the  religious  commit-
ment for which the job called. I had
not yet composed my unwilling res-
ponse  - when  the  next  morning  a
letter  arrived,  addressed to  me.  In
it,   the   rabbi   apologised   for   not
writing  to  me,  along  with  my  hus-
band  and  son  and  trusted  I  would
not  construe  it  as  an  illiberal  and
anti-feminist   act   on   his  part.   In-
deed,   he   offered   me   the   same
opportunity   for   training.   Well,   I
reported  to  my  father,  this  was  a
real  step  into  the  twenty-first  cen-
tury.  One came  across female rab-
bis - all right, not Orthodox ones -
almost  any day of the week  but to
be  a  pioneer  of  777ofecz/?f,  this  was
epoch-making. `It's absolutely ridic-
ulous', he replied, `and halakhically
completely unacceptable'.  I consid-
ered  my  letter  again.  `As  far  as  I
know  there's  no  dj#  (law)  against
it' , I protested. He nearly exploded.
`Of course there's no dz.# against it.

Nobody  in  their  right  mind  would
ever   have   thought   of   a   woman
being a mofec/, so they wouldn't be
likely to have made a dz.# regarding
such   a   mcLrfez{g¢s,   would  they?'   I
regretted  at  once  that  I  had  not
taken  up  my  invitation.  `And',  he
continued,    `1    cannot    imagine    a
woman wearing  a  /cz%f.  Could  you
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put the kettle on for tea, please?'
Perhaps my father could not im-

agine a woman in a fcz%f but I could.
In the small Suffolk market town a
few   miles   from   our   house,   lives
Cyril, who passes for a knowledge-
able  Jew  in  such  rural  parts.  The
local church dignitaries organised a
series  of  talks,  entitled  something
like,   `Belief   and   Practice   in   the
World Today' and Cyril was invited
to  present the  beliefs  and practices
of  the   Jewish   faith.   He   brought
along, to illustrate his address, suit-
able  objects  such  as  fe/z.%#,  kz.ppof
ilnd kitels , a. chanukiah,  rimmonirn
and   a   f¢//i.f .   When   all   the   polite
questions  and  thanks  for  such  an
enlightening evening had been dealt
with  and  the  tea  and  digestive  bis-
cuits   were   being   handed   round,
Mrs.  Watts-Comynge,  the  wife  of
Canon Watts-Comynge ,  approached
Cyril with a tentative expression on
her face.  `1 see', she said,  `you have
brought  a  prayer  shawl  with  black
stripes'. He hastily began to explain
about  the  symbolic  mourning  for
the loss of the  temple,  which  these
denoted,  when  she  continued,  `do
they come in blue,  on a silky white
shawl,  not  in  a  woollen  cloth,  like
yours?'  Cyril,  naturally,  confirmed
that  they  did.  `You  see',  said  Mrs.
Watts-Comynge,  `my  father  served
in  India  in  the  military  police  for
many years. Some time in the tweni
ties, he was sent over to Palestine to
confer with the people there and on
his  return,  brought  back  a  gift  for
my  mother.  We  all  admired  it;  it
was,   he   told   us,   an   oriental   silk
shawl  and  it  had  pale  blue  stripes
woven into it, with prettily knotted
white fringes. My mother thought it
made her look very regal - she was
a really fine figure of a woman and
she wore it when she was presented
to the Viceroy'.  The vision of Mrs.
Watts-Comynge's  mother curtseying
before the Marquis of Reading in a
f¢//jf  was   more   than   Cyril   could
take.   He  managed  to  get  to  the
Gents  just  in  time,  before  his  un-
couth  mirth  would  have  disgraced
the   Chief  Rabbinate   and   all   the
United  Hebrew  Congregations  of
Great     Britain.     We     wondered
whether  Rufus  Isaacs,  Marquis  of
Reading and Viceroy of India,  also
had a chuckle in the Gents after the
ceremonyl

Dr. Theresa Turk has been in general practice
for over twenty-five years.  Married, with two
sous   and  one  granddaughter,   she   lives  on
Manna Wood Farm in Suffolk.
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mans,  who  accepted  in  the  begin-
ning,  out  of  mental  laziness...  the
"beautiful  words"  of Corporal  Hit-

ler'.    C.C.   Aronsfeld   (A4cz##cz   36)
suggests  that   `in  comparable  circ-
umstances'  he  might behave in  the
same way as these  Germans.

Perhaps he already is, along with
the rest of us.

I  sugge`st  that  we  start  having  a
long  hard  look  at  environmental-
ism.  This  is  currently  one  of those
things to which everyone feels obli-
ged to pay lip service - no economic
treatise  is  complete  without  its  en-
vironmental  angel.  But  how  many
people  have  thought  seriously  ab-
out it?

It   has   a   number   of  important
initiatives - global warming and the
ozone layer - which demand atten-
tion. But at the same time there are
a number of disturbing aspects to it.
The  omnipotent  effrontery  of  the
suggestion that we `Save the Planet'
is deeply repugnant. Moreover, en-
vironmentalism  seems  to  have  no
time   for  people  -  birds,   whales,
trees:   yes.   But  not  people.   Any-
thing but people.

There  is  a  large  element  of mis-
anthropy here.

Indeed,  it  seems  to  me  that  the
hidden  message  of  environmental-
ism is misanthropy.

A popular movement whose  im-
mediate  goals  seem  laudable   and
whose underlying message involves
a  hatred  of  people.   Nothing  like
Nazism.  Nothing at all.
Simon Weil
Hammersmith,  London W6

`CHILDISH'

Sir,

I HAVE   JUST   BELATEDLY
read  the  Autumn  1991  edition
of A4cz##¢.  I wanted to congrat-

ulate  Jonathan  Wittenberg  on  his
excellent  article:  God  and Hope  in
Health and Sickness.  For me this is
a  good   example  of  how  Reform
Judaism  can  move  forward.   Very
few members of Reform synagogues
have  access to  the sources in Jewish

teaching and they rely on a thorough
and  respectful  survey  of  particular
topics   in   order   to   bring   a   more
Jewish  flavour  to  their  lives.  Arti-
cles such as this allow people to see
the  wisdom  in  Jewish  teaching  and
then  to go  on  to  combine  that with
other   more   modern   perspectives.
This will ultimately lead to a strong
Reform  Judaism  identity  based  on
knowledge.

This  is in  contrast to  the  childish
and irritating tales of William Wolff
in  Last  Word.  Knocking  the  other
side  only  succeeds  in  building up  a
negative  identity.  Reform  Judaism
should  be  offering  something  posi-
tive  and  not  playing  petty  games,
even  if the  Orthodox  are  doing so.
If  Reform  Judaism  is  setting  itself
up  as  something  different,  then  it
should behave differently.

There    are    of   course    serious
problems    within    the    Orthodox
world  but  there   are   also  people
within   that   world   who   are   con-
cerned.  It  might  be  more  helpful
to   make   connections   with   such
people   so   that   problems   can   be
tackled in  a constructive way.

Reform  Judaism  can  only  con-
tinue   into   coming  generations  by
providing  content  based  on  know-
ledge  and  the  more  a  widely-read
journal like A4cz%#¢ helps to provide
this, the stronger will be the identity
of Reform Jewsl
Karen Go]dman
Ben Zakkal Street, Jerusalem

BALAAM'S ASS
Sir'

THANK YOU ONCE MORE
for    an    excellent    Summer
Number   and   in   particular

your editorial.
But I must take issue with Monte

Booth   of  Wimbourne.   His   letter
prompted  discussion  at  the  North
West  Surrey  Torcrfe  breakfast  rec-
ently and he is incorrect at least in
saying that the story of Balaam's ass
is  omitted  from  our  readings.  Mr.
Booth should recheck his /zt¢cfel
Dennis Lewis
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OUGLAS HLTRD IS ONE
of the  most  courteous  and
reasonable  men  you  could

dream to meet. That is what makes
him so totally unfit to be the For-
eign   Secretary,   dealing   with   the
bounding,   starving,   shooting   and
bombing of Bosnians, Muslims and
other  minorities  by  the  Serbs  of
Yugoslavia.

For this  is  not  a border  dispute
between Welsh and English around
Tintern Abbey.

This is not a moment for helpless-
ness. shored up by moral superiority
- `our hands  are not shedding this
blood,.

Only one reaction is adequate to
the  scenes  we  have had to witness
night after night through this long,
unbearable  summer  and  autumn.
Outrage.

Unbridled  outrage  at  the  rape
and  the  hunting  of  neighbour  by
neighbour,  at the  story  of Monika.
Simonovich, the prison camp ward-
er who broke bottles in order to slit
open  the  stomachs  and  gouge  out
the eyes of the young men she was
interrogating.

If Douglas Hurd and his colleagues
had only Once fel.t even a twinge of
outrage,  they would  have  found  a
way  to  stop  this  terror.  There  are
today, as there have been through-
out the past twelve  months,  short,
sharp ways  in which  the west with'its overwhelming might can stop it.

But moral outrage is the one tone
that   has   been   absent,   day   after
endless  day,  from  the  modulated
voice of Douglas H`urd.

*
TIIE YUGOSLAV CALAMITY

also poses  a big moral prob-
lem to Jews.

The parallels with the `cleansing'
earlier this century of Jews from the
whole  of  Europe  to  the  point  of
extermination    like    vermin.,    are
stark.  But  the  Yugoslav  numbers,
as yet, are far less.

That ought not to mute our pro-
test.

Suffering can never be measured
by   numbers,   nor   on   any   other
gauge.

It    is    beyond    measuring    and
beyond comparison.

The only response worthy of any
hulnan being, and especially of those
who are no strangers to suffering, is
one  of  measureless  sympathy  and
boundless resolve to end the agony.

*
0NE   OF  THE  MOST

puzzling    notices    in    the
posh  papers  said  recently

that  the  funeral  service  for  a  de-
ceased was to be held in one of our
cemeteries  but  the  burial  was  to
follow  in  Hampstead's  municipal
cemetery.  `How come?', I asked a
colleague with a special line to one
of  the  staging  posts  to  the  world
to come.

Simple. The dead man was Jew-
ish.,  his  wife  was  not.  In  the  full-
ness   of   time   she   wished`to   be
buried next to him.

Ought  we  not  now  to  make  it
possible for this to be done in our
grounds?

Even though some of our mem-
bers  marry  out,  there  is  no  need
for  them  to  be  buried  out.   No
feczJ¢k.fe¢fe forbids the burial of non-
Jews in grounds owned by Jews.

Only prejudice does.

*
HOW DID I FIND MYSELF

leading        the        evening
prayers   at   Marble   Arch

(United)    Synagogue    one    early
summer evening?

I was there  to  say  kczddz.sfr  on  a
y¢ferzcz.f,  I  was  unrecognised  and
answered the request for a volun-
teer.

That was one reason. The other
was  that  nowhere  in  the  United
Kingdom do I know of a Progress-
ive synagogue that can guarantee a
weekday  77tz.7aycz#.

I am here pointing the finger at
no  one  but  myself .  It  was  I  who
culpably let slip the nightly service
at  Upper Berkeley  Street when  I
should  have  kept  it  going.  And  I
am  delighted that  others  are now
repairing that omission.

Many United synagogues, which
cannot rely on a sufficient number
of mourners, keep their daily serv-
ices going by a rota of volunteers.

Why cannot we do likewise?
We    are    the   poorer   without

them.

TWICE  I  WAS  STOPPED
as  I  sought  quietly  to  steal
out of one or other of Brit-

ain's prisons.
Each    time    the    officer    who

brought  me  to  a  halt  said  he  was
Jewish.   That  is  why  he  stopped
me.

In  one  case  he  was  the  son  of
refugees  from  Hitler's  persecution.
Eagerly he wanted to tell me about
it. Sadly he was no longer a member
of any congregation.

The other wanted me to explain a
Jewish  custom  that  had  long  puz-
zled his family. The little box on the
dooapost,  the fringes peeping from
underneath  jackets,   or  why  does
barley go with chicken soup?

`Why  do  Jews  eat  brunch?'  he
demanded. I was more puzzled than
he.

`A  Jewish  custom?'   I   queried.
`Yes',  he  insisted.  His  grandfather

had  always  eaten  a  late  morning
meal   on   Sundays   and   called   it
brunch. And the family had shrug-
ged its shoulders and dismissed it as
something `Jewish'.

I  told  him  that  his .grandpa  had
adopted an American, not a Jewish
habit.   And   he.  let   me   go,   even
though  he  thought  I  was  being  a
little mean with the truth.

These are just two little snapshots
from    the    massive    exodus    now
stampeding out of Anglo-Jewry.

*
8.ack,  forth  and  sideways,  I

walked   along   the   seafront
that   sultry   summer   night.

And  out  of  every  mouth  around
me,  from  that  of  the  baz7oasfek¢s
sitting  on  the  benches  with  their
husbands of 40 and 50 years, to that
of the school-kids shooting past me
on their bicycles, I heard only Rus-
sian.

Yalta or Sotchi? This was Bright-
on   Beach,   a   New   York   seaside
suburb   in   which   recent   Rinssian
immigrants now live by the tens of
thousands.

They have  settled  there happily,
normally,  and thanks to the cease-
less and generous help of American
Jewry, enjoy rising+prosperity.  For-
ty   thousand   a   year   continue   to
arrive and are swiftly absorbed.

And with that,  those two mighty
blocs   of   Russian   and   American
Jews  are  daily  dealing  one  of  the
deadliest    blows    at    the    Zionist
dream.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish  cultural  and  intellectual  events  of a  high  level within  easy reach  of a  large
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.

Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre
for Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in  Europe. These facilities include a bookshop,  library,
cafeteria,  extensive grounds and tennis courts.  Membership also brings advance information
about  events,  priority  booking  and  ticket  discounts  and  aul:omatic  subscription  to  Mama.
Membership  can  be on  either an  individual  or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1993 are:

Single membership
Family membership
Senior citizen/student single
Senior citizen-family

£20.50
£32.50
£16.75
£23.75

Existing subscribers to A4ama may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.

Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FORTHCOMING  EVENTS

Sunday 25th October 1991 -7.15pm
"MANOF]  MASTERMINDS" -INTER-SYNAGOGUE JEWISH  CULTUFiE QUIZ

to celebrate the Golden Jubilee of the F]SGB

Tuesday 3rd November 1992 -8.00pm
"DFIEAMS OF ANNE  FF3ANK" -with  Bernard  Kops;  music by  David  Burman

Monday 16th November-Wednesday 16th December 1992
Exhibition  of Paintings by DOF3A  H012HANDLEFI

Monday 30th November 1992 -8.00pm
Launch of Rabbi Jonathan  Magonet's new book,  "BIBLE LIVES", with  panel discussion

Sunday 6th December 1992 -8.00pm
JANET F3EGEFl talks about her I.Ife and career, together with  her biographer, Shirley  Flack

Sunday 13th December 1992 -5.00pm
Informal talk by artist DOF]A HOLZHANDLER

Saturday 19th December 1992
SOUND OFF ABOUT ISF]AEL - Fourth Annual  Public Speaking Competition for Students

ART COURSES
New ten-week courses from  13th October -15th  December 1992

Tuesdays 10.00am-12.30pm and Tuesdays 2.00pm4.30pm
New ten-week evening courses from  14th October -16th  December 1992

Wednesday evenings 7.30pm-10.00pm   J

LUNCHTIME  RECITALS
Thursdays  1.15-2.00pm

Autumn Series:  15th and 29th  October,12th  and 26th  November,
loth  December 1992

Printed  by  FPIEEDMAN  BBOS.  (PBINTEBS)  LTD.,  St.  Albans  Lane,  London  NW117QB     081-458  3220
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